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Award-winning author
Alice Walker becomes a
bookstore's savior.
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Moral Majority should open
their eyes to Christian
*§
portrayal in TV's limelight. I
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Women's crew rows into
the grand finals of its
Californian grand finale.
Sports, 16
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living on campus after a gun was found in his

room.
Safety and Security confiscatedagunfromthe
room of Art Institute of Seattle student Sam
Briggs, whowas living in B,ellarmine residence
hall,according toResidential Life Director Judy
Sharpe.
Sharpeconfirmed that theformer resident was
asked to leaveBellarmine becausea weaponwas
found in hisroom.
Briggs had no comment regarding the situation.
Thegunbelongedto Briggs' father, whowas in
the military and died when Briggs was a child,
according to friend Kristin Jancoski. Jancoski
said Briggskept the weaponas amementoofhis
father,not as a weapon,andthat the gun wasnot
loaded.
BellarmineresidentassistantCarmen Simmons
agreed withJancoski's assessment that Briggs'
gun was used as a keepsake rather than as a
weapon.
"Iknow Samwell enoughtosay thatthatis the
only reason he'dhave something like thatin his
totally
room," Simmons said. "As an RA, I
understand the safety concern,but it wasa difficult issueonboth sides."
SafetyandSecurity DirectorMike Slettenconfirmed that a gun was confiscated during the
residenceroom searchfor narcotics,butcould not
identify theownerof the narcotics.
According to Simmons, Briggs' room was

searchedformarijuanaduringAlS'sSpringßreak.

Jancoski said that Briggs was away on Spring
Break whenhisroom was searched.
According to Sletten, if any items prohibited
by the residence hall licensingagreementare in
open view in aresidence room, theroomcanbe
searched by Safetyand Security officers for that
item as well as any other contraband, such as a
weapon.
"We're not going in looking for it (an item
other thantheinitialoneviewed),but we'regoing
topickitup ifit's there,"Sletten said. "Youmay
find one thing and then find something else."
According to Jancoski, the gun was kept ina
casein theback ofa drawer in Briggs room.
Theresidencehalllicensingagreement which
all students living on campus must sign before
beingassigned aroom forbids weapons,such
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See Gun on page 7
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Master Plan one step closer
Teri Anderson
Executive Editor
The decision is in.
The Seattle City Hearing Examiner
has released a 20-page report advising
the City Council to approve Seattle
University's Master DevelopmentPlan.
In the report, the Hearing Examiner
says that neighborhood concerns over
the impact that SU development will
have on the economic development
along 12th Avenue are basically unfounded.
Several months ago, the University
came under fire from members of the
surrounding community who argued
that SU didn't care about the impact
their developments would have on the
neighborhood. One of the neighbors
biggest arguments was that SU plans
weren't in accordance with their plans
to make 12th Avenue a pedestrian-

friendly, retail center.
"Thecommercial uses currently along
12th Avenue are not oriented towards
pedestriansbut are destinations for persons coming from the wider city community," the HearingExaminer said in
his report. "The market on 12th Avenue for retail and customer service
space is, for the time being, limited."
The examinergoes on to say that SU
has taken this into account and is taking steps towardbringing more pedestrians to 12th Avenue.One such way is
by moving the bookstore across the

street to the first floor of an apartment development, slated to be

finished by 1999. Another way is
by adding more benches along
the street for pedestrians to use.
Inaddition to that, the University is looking to add a mixeduse building along the 12th Avenue, where small, privatized
businesses and university offices
will be located.
The favorable recommendation
takes the University one step
closer to final approval from the
Seattle City
Council.
Currently,
theCouncil is
slated to make

Trustees seek
alternative
options to fund
Student Center
MEGAN MCCOID
Managing Editor
Members of Seattle University's
Board of Trustees

SU^rowinjii tfffgwi'ty

a final decision in late
July or early August, said Jerry
Pederson,directorof administrative services and planning.
In the meantime,universityad-

different answers

to the ever-present
questionof how to
raise money.
The latest inquiry is inregards to the proposed three-

They are also reviewing any

which was delayedin past months due
financial and funding concerns.
Only $8 million of the center's price
of construction has been raised so far.
With few other options to gather the
remainingfunds due to other construction projects on campus, a committee
was appointed by the BoardofTrustees
in February.
This committee, which consists of
board members Steven Hooper, Judith
Runstad, Ann Wyckoff, James Sinegal

See Plan on page 5

See Trustees on page 7

ministrators are looking at even
more ways to tie the
neighborhood's plans for 12th
Avenue in with theirs.
One of those ways is by looking at ways to configure Reprographics so that there is an entry
accessible to the community
along the street, he added.
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Students share their hearts

Kinscy Gallery exhibits student art

The KinseyGallery is exhibiting selected works from Frag-

ments through May 23. Fragments is a literaryand visual arts
magazine producedannuallybySeattleUniversity's Collegeof
ArtsandSciences andincludes works by students, faculty, and

staff.
For more information, call 206-296-5360.
GMAT Prepoffered bytheAlbers SchoolofBusiness and
Economics
A six-session Graduate Management Admissions Test
(GMAT)preparation course willbe held from5:30p.m. to7:30
p.m., Wednesdays, until June 18, on campus. A three-session
course willbeheld from9a.m. to noon,Saturdays,May 3 1,June
7, and 14, at theEastsideEducation Center inBellevue.GMAT
testing is required for all students applying to graduate school,
and students planning to begin in the Fall, 1997, must take the
test scheduled for June 21. Cost for the prep course is $190.
Registerby calling 206-296-5733.

Celebrate 400 years ofopera

I

The Seattle Opera and Friends of the Seattle University
>llege of ArtsandSciences present thelast twoinstallmentsof
597-1997: Opera as aLens for 400 years ofCultural Change
European Civilization,"a seminar series with the opera's
ucation director,Perry Lorenzo.
Theseries traces four centuries ofchange in religious,philosophical, political, ethical and sexual ideas reflected in the
world's greatest music.Each two-hourclassconvenes at 7 p.m.
in the Wyckoff Auditoriumon campus andfeatures recordings,
handouts, anddiscussion.
Participants inthe seminar seriesneed notattendall sessions.
The remainingstandaloneseminar is today,"Alienation andthe
Outsider:The Operasof Benjamin Britten."
Formoreinformationcall theCollegeofArtsand Sciences at
206-296-5300.
Cruisehonors graduates
Graduatingseniors willbe honoredthisFriday withthe annual
SeniorCruiseinElliotßay. Theboat willleaveat7:3op.m. from
Pier 55 and returns at midnight.
For moreinformationor to purchase tickets,contactTeresaat
296-6042 or Tinaat 296-6162.

Hawaiian Club hosts 36th annualLuau
Seattle University's HuiO' NaniHawaiianClub will present
traditional Hawaiian music, dancing and food at their 36th
Annual Luau this Saturday. The event is also sponsored by
ASSUand the Office of Minority Student Affairs.
For more information or to purchase tickets, contact the
Campus Assistance Center.
Help Desk extendshours for Spring Quarter

Steve Ford /

A L'Arche member closelyfollows a Seattle University student in the bumpercars at Quadstock last weekend.
L'Arche participants and SU students spent several days together exploring campus, attending mass ami
exchanginggifts.

L'Arche members spend three days on
campus with students, staff as guides
STEPHANIE LUM

StaffReporter
L'Arche core members and
their assistants from the Seattle
and Tacoma communities
shared their gifts and spirit with
the Seattle University community during the annual
L'Arche Sharing our
Hearts Weekend on May
15-17.
L'Arche, French for
"The Ark," is a Chris-

tian community inspired
by the Beattitudes in the
gospels, in which assistants and people with developmental disabilities
live together. L'Arche
by
was
founded
frenchman Jean Vanicr
in 1964 based on the
belief that everybody is
differently abled and
disabled. The focus of
the community is to live

together, sharingdifferent

Beginning this quarter the HelpDesk, whichprovides technical support for computer users, willextend its hours to 8a.m.-8:30 p.m. Monday to Friday. Both walk-in and phone support
will be available from 5-8 p.m.
Scholarshipopportunity
College students whoare U.S.citizens and have aB+ grade
point average are eligible for a $1,000 college scholarship.
Thirty-five scholarships willbeawardednationwide. A student's
academic performance,involvement inextracurricular activities
and financial need will also be considered.
For more information, contact scholarship sponsors theEducationalCommunications ScholarshipFoundation at721 North
McKinley Road, POBox 5012,Lake Forest, IL 60045-5012.
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gifts.

program coordinator, Lynn
Herink said.
Kathy Heffernan, professional coordinator ofthe event,
along with student planning
committee Brian Huntington,
Suzy Large, Beth Cox, and

make candles to earn money
everyone gathered in the living
room for mass.
"We all sat on couches and
chairs in the living room and
Father Ryan from the Cathedral said mass," Herink said.
"We ended mass singing
'How Great Thou Art."
It was so beautiful, we
were like family."

It was wonderful to
see them having so
much fun. L'Arche
members were doing
somersaults and flips.
The spirit ofUArche
was definitely alive on
campus.
Lynn Herink, L'Arche

PROGRAM COORDINATOR

There are three Seattle
L'Arche homes, the
Shuinota, Agelinc, and
Noah Sealth Houses, and six
make up a community in
Tacoma called Tahoma Hope.
Every year Seattle University

invites all L'Arche communities in the North West region
for a weekend on campus.
L'Arche members spend the
night in residence halls.
'"This year we decidedto have
a smaller and local event so
that L'Arche members could
return home at night," L'Arche

MeaganMeArthur plannedand
advertised activities Tor the
I An.he community.
On Thursday, the L'Arche
community visitedclass rooms,
shared their experiences of
L'Arche andanswered students
questions. That night,students

took a trip

to

the Shuinota

House in Seattle to experience
lite inside the L'Arche community. After touring a candlework shop where members

On Friday

afternoon,

the L'Arche community
gathered in Campion
Chapel for a Body
Awareness Session by
KimEbert. Ebert talked
about how each person's
body is like the body of
Jesus Christ and should
be treated with holiness
and sacredness. Next,

students and L'Arche
members moved to the
lower mall for a picnic
out in the sun and then
mass in the Chapel of St.
Ignatius.
At mass, students and
L'Arche members exchanged home made

;andles and crosses with hearts
eprcsenting love, light andjoy.
With a spirit of comraderie
md new gifts in hand, students

md L'Arche members rocked
he night away at a dance in the
Paccar Atrium.
"It was wonderful to see them
laving so much fun," Herink
;aid. "L'Arche members were
Joing somersaults and flips.
The spirit of L'Arche was defilitely alive on campus."
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College goes online
Arts and Sciences publishes
course schedule, syllabi on web
NICOLE KIDDER
Staff Report,',
The College ot Arts andSciences has added
another innovative service to their community, a home page on the Seattle University
web site.
Created by Brian Henning. the colleges
computer consultant, the home page oilers
many features for students to use, including
syllabi for courses, updated course changes
and even the entireschedule of classeslistings
and Seattle University Handbook.
Thehomepage begins with a greeting from
theDean of theCollegeofArts and Sciences,
Father Stephen Rowan. SJ. His greeting also
includes an overview of the college and the
university's mission statement.
From the home page,users can continue to
explore the site in either text-only or full
graphic format.
General information about
the college and majors is
also provided lor
new and transferring students.
Each department
withinthecollegehas a
separate page providing
detailed course descriptions, a two year academic
calendar of courses, faculty
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
biographical information anil
YSeattleUniversitycoffeecartop'eratorScottMontgomerysaiigandplayedtheguitatlast Internetresources on the web.
Opera
The main page also allowsi
week outside the Student Union Building. Montgomery manages"two Espresso
Boy.
dents to access a graphical e-mail
Vcojfee carts on campus and has a CD titled "Songsfrom the
directory of all the professors in the
college. Professors' pictures, credentials, classes they teach, publications or creative work they have produced and prolcssional organizations they belong to.
An information request form can also be
accessed via the main page. This service isprovided for students whohavequestionspel
tainingto a certain class or professor.
Thecurrent and summer class schedule is a
equivalent to the printed schedule ol
digital
YONGHEE KIM
that comes before registration. In
classes
Staff Reporter
comparison to the writtenversion, the oneon
policy which the home page provides up-to-date informaThis summer. Seattle University willdiscontinue the trial work schedule
day.
hours
a
nearly
ten
allowedstaffmembers to work lour days a week for
tion on class changes.
Last summer. SU adopted this -four/ten" system on a trial basis for staff members.
flexibility."the
■We tried to develop the trial summer work policy that wouldallow
out
to hecomplex."
theissue
turned
Executive Assistant to the President I.enBeilsaid "But
were held to
meetings
of
several
portions
Alter one summer experience,significant
future.
Feedback
be
used
in
the
policy
should
evaluate the experienceand determine what
group
issue
and
a
small
comments
on
the
to
people
who wished
was also submitted by
advisory group was convened.
STAFF
Beil said. SPECTATOR NEWS
■Some people really liked the trial work schedule, but some people didn't."
everybody couldn t do it.
"There were two basic problems with this policy. One was that
SeattleUniversity cyclists are teamingup
Second problem was thai some people who did it
to tight multiple sclerosis, the number one
probably shouldnot have workedonthe four/ten hour disabling
diseaseamong young adults in this
maybe not
systembecause their jobs seemby others,
"
country.
by themselves, to be required five days.
From July 26th to 27th, a SU bicycling
The administration wants to be able to fully serve
will complete a 150 mile tour through
team
the school and the students, so it has concluded that
Washington. It begins in Seattle,
Western
this specific policy regarding summer workinghours
makes a stop in Port Townsend lor the Jazz
is not a good schedule because it does not serve the
and returns back to Seattle on SunFestival
campus as well.
day.
"Our primary mission is to serve the students,
I.enBeil.executive assistant to the presiBeil said. "But some people who worked four/ten dent, is currently looking lor SI1 students.
hours were resulted to serve each other more than to
faculty, stalland friends of the university to
support our students."
Poisonings Can Happen
join
the MS 150 team. All moneyraised will
For that reason, the trial summer work schedule
to
support services lor the more than
go
policy will not be continued this year. But the 6,000
At Any Time To Any One.
local
families affected by MS. It will
employees are still able to have the flexibleschedule
gotowards
finding a cure and effective
also
during any time of the year. Managers are charged
MS
treatment.
with the responsibility of insuring that their employWashington Poison Center
"This is a great opportunity for all of us
Number
Emergency
24-Hour
ees carry out their responsibilities efficsiently and (students, staff, faculty, administrators,
1 800 732-6985
The managers also have authority to assign alumni
and friendsofthe university ) to have
work schedules to insure that this occurs.

Experimental work

policy discontinued

The detailed course descriptions page also
serves as a supplement to the current class
schedule book and the SeattleUniversity BulletinHandbook, [t providesdetailed information about the courses that are going to be
offered tor the next quarter, as well as minisyllabi, which can also decidingfactors when
choosingcourses.
Hie new course descriptions are placet! on
the webpage several days prior to registration
so that students may consult them before they
register.
"
"Iam most excited about this page, Henning said. "It is meant to provide an abbreviatedsyllabusto give the students a tool so they
can actuallyleiIwhat thecourse isreallyabout.
Withthehandbook,youoften get short,
inadequate descriptions that are so
vagueyou don't know whatyou're
takinguntil the first weekofclass.
By then, it is too late togetout."
abbreviated form of

landbookisalsoreproceil on the web page.
illowing students tobe
able to check mil the
courses they need
for their major
and minor requirements.
A nn ther
interestingfeature
toihehomepage \s the
(wo year

academic sched-

[ntendedtoletstudentsknow
oftheclasses scheduled,mis a resource
ahead, as somecourses
to helpstudents plan
otheryear.
offeredevery
only
are
"We areso excited about the webpage and
what it is offering to the students." Henning
said. "We are workingon several more ideas.
including putting course readersonthe web so
that students don't have to go out and buy
them. But thisprogram w illonly heas successful as the students, and more importantly, the
professors, want it to be. Iam lookingfor any
suggestions and feedback that willbe helpful
inmaking thewebsitebetter. Just e-mailme."
To access the home page, type in
www.seattleu.edu/artsci or it can also be accessed from Seattle University's home page

Cyclists fight multiple sclerosis
with 150-mile ride
lun together away trom the school,
office, and at the same time, help an impoi

some

tant cause,"saidJohnEshclman,acting Prcsi
who is not only behind the team buthas
already signed up to lake part in the ride.
E\ cry team membermust pay a $10registration fee and raise a minimum of SI SO in
pledges to support. The university has already set a goal of signing up at least 10
cyclists andraising at least $ 1.500. Beil said.
dent,

Ridersof allabilities are invited tojoinSI

team. Beil added. Trainingrides will he held
throughout the spring and summer to help

participants prepare.
The tour is fully supported with rest stops
that will bestoekecl with foodand drinks for
all riders. Also, medical and mechanical
support will be provided lor all participants.
Additionally,massage therapists will be on
hand to work out any kinks that cyclists

might have.
If you areinterested injoining the team as
a cyclist or sponsor, call Beil at 296-6163.
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Campus' McGoldrick buildingburglarized
Meghansweet

noticed damage to hisown doorand
StaffReporter
also to the door across the hall belongingtoCampus Ministry.
Makinghis way outof thebuildThe warm spring weather may
have partlybeen a cause of a break- ing, McGowan went straight to
intotheMcGoldrick Buildingwhich Safety andSecurity toreportwhathe
was discovered on May 13.
had found.
Thebreak-in was detected by JoOfficers from the Seattle Police
sephMcGowan,S.J., who worksin Department cameanddustedfor finthe Office of Minority Student Af- gerprints and the employees within
the McGoldrick Building were not
fairs.
McGowanarrivedat thebuilding, allowed toenteruntil9:00 a.m.
"It was very controlled," Paula
whichis alsohome toCampus Ministry, theCounselingCenter,andthe Hanna,Office Managerof theCounCareer Development Center, at seling Center said. "There wasn't
any kind of panic."
around7:40 a.m.
building
According to Mike Sletten, the
Theextenal lock of the
appeared to be unharmed, but Director of the Safety and Security
McGowan immediately noticed officeatSeattle University,thepoint
damage to the internal lock of his of entry for the burglar may have
been a window which was found
department.
tturn
the
inside,
went
but
I
didn'
unlocked in the downstairs of the
"I
lights on because I
was nervous," building.
McGowan reported. "My first
"Wehave come acrossmoreand
thoughtwasthat they hadtakencom- moredoors and windows beingunlockedasthe weatherhaschanged."
puters."
McGowan checked on the office Sletten said.
Entrance through the downstairs
computerand found it still thereand
undamaged. As heleftthe office, he window wouldexplain theabsence

ofdamage to theexternaldoorof the certain things were taken,including
building.
an employee's personal dollars, a
The most lasting effect of the sleepingbag, and a CD player.
Mostofthestolenitemsweretaken
break-inhasbeen thedamage to the
internal doors of the departments, from CampusMinistry.
The matter is currently under inwhich werecrudely brokeninto.
"Itwasn'taclean break-in," Hanna vestigationbySUand by the Seattle
said. "The greatest inconvenience PoliceDepartment.
Hannareportedthatthemainconhasbeen that the counselors had to
getnewfixesontheirdoors...andmy cern of the Counseling Center was
Me cabinet will also have to bere- thatthe fileroomin whichclient files
placed."
are kept was untouched.
"The file room wasn't comproThe amount of items stolen from
the building wasminimal. Boththe mised and because of that we all
Counseling Centerand theOfficeof drew a sigh of relief," Hanna said.
MinorityStudent Affairs report that "Everythingelse seemed minor."
McGowan alsostatedthathefelta
nothing wastakenfrom theiroffices.
BothHanna andMcGowan judge lot better after seeing that the comthat, since their files were rifled puters were still there.
Saying thatbecausehehadhiscar
through, the burglar was probably
looking for money.
brokeninto twiceheisan oldhand at
However, Sletten did state that campusbreak-ins,McGowancalled

thisparticular break-in"humdrum."
In order to help prevent further
burglaries, Sletten wants to remind
thecampuscommunity tolock windows and doors.
"At all times, people should be
conscientious that someone can be
out to take advantage of an open
door or window," Sletten said.
Sletten stated that Safety and Security is lookingat waystomakethe
campussafer.
"We are doing areview and seeing how wecan strengthen some of
the security of that building," he
explained.
Thisbreak-in is the seventhburglary on campusduring the 1996-97
school year.
AccordingtoSletten,thatnumber
is "in line with last year," when a
totalof nine burglaries occurred.

Goodbye ram, hallo sunshine

IS restructures
Help desk reorganized,
24-hour computer labs
also to see changes
TERRANCE IHNEN
Special to the Spectator
Budget cuts,jobre-allocating and
variousotherset-backs haveplagued
Information Services forthelast few
years, but IS has found a way to
move forward.
This forward momentum means
making the helpcentermore visible
to computer users,according to Directorof Academic Computing and
User Services Paul Erdmann.
Erdmann wants to makethe help
centermore accessiblebymovingit

from the sixthfloorof theEngineeringBuilding to aplace thatis more
accessible to faculty, students and
staff. The third floor of the Engineering Building is an idea that is
currently being workedon as anew
location for the help desk.
"We are trying to straighten out
work flowproblems,"Erdmann said
aboutthe help center.
Erdmann is also working onhiring an operator who can answer
simplequestionor forward thephone
calls ontothedepartments ofthe I.S.
helpcenter. Thesedepartments will
be formed from the existing help
center and will be software, hardware,UNIX,network,andhelpdesk.
With these departments in place,
technical problems will be fixed
fasteras software techs will onlyfix
software problems, hardware will
only fix hardwareproblems.
With someadjustments withinthe
helpcenter, "wearealready working

aheadofour appointment,or ticket,
schedule,"Erdmann wenton tosay.
With these new departments created, student techs will not be re-

quired to have some knowledge on

everything, but will be trained experts within their department. This
willallowstudentstogooutonacall
and fix the problem. In the past,
students would try and fix aproblem, but would not know enough
about the situation to fix it, so they
wouldpass itoff to someoneelse.
"Everyone that works forme will
have to go through a technical and
customerservice trainingprogram,"
Erdmannexplained.
Full time employees will beused
torun thespecificdepartments,along
withseveral student techs. This will
create a backup and support structure that will also help in solving
problems.Theywillbeavailableto

Molly McCarthy / Assistant

Photo Editor

SUstudents hit the books while enjoyingthe sun. Open areas such as the librarylawn, Quadand grassyarea
adjacent to the reflectingpool have seenmore student activity with the onsetof warmer weather.

helpstudent techsin fixing difficult
technicalproblems.
Withacontactpersondistributing to computer questions they have,
create ac-mail list?"
telephone calls to the specific de- like:"How doI
partments, and the departments or "My computer is running slower
workingtogether to solve the ques- than usual,how can this be fixed?"
Erdmann alsoplans on remodeltionsand problems ofcomputer users,Erdmannhopes IS willnolonger ingthecurrentstudent computerlabs.
be a void or hassle to go through to Labs willbe outfitted with new furniture that willallow formore comget things done.
"It's a straight forwardplan,Isee puters in thelabs.
The 24-hour labs willalso be regreat thingscoming out ofit. It will
help serve the school with better vamped sothat theyaremore workcustomer service," Computer Spe- oriented labs. These labs will be
cialistRon Perry said ofErdmann's reorganized with new software and
reorganizationplan, "Ilike theidea computersconnected toprinters for
of being more visible to the com- the first time.
The student techs at the helpcenputer users."
Other plans in the reorganization ter like Erdmann's plan.
"It will definitely make things
are to implement a new ticket software that willhelporganizethe de- moreefficiently as longas communicationbetween thedepartmentsis
partments calls. This software will
upheld,"studenttechCaryBransaid.
not onlykeep track ofappointments
but it will have links to SU's web "ISis listening to the studentsneeds
page that will enable the computer and are working towards fulfilling
users to check on the statusof their those needs, wejust need tokeepon
tickets.It willevenlook up answers doing itand all will work out."
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Plan: decision to Survey aims to improve
come in Summer student services
Frompage 1
suggestions submitted to the Hearing Examiner since the report
came out, Pederson said.
The Master Plan was created nearly three years ago after SU
purchased the Law School from the University of Puget Sound.
The Law School, which is currently located in Tacoma, must be
relocated to theSeattle campus by 1999. If it is not relocated, the
school's accreditation status could be put into danger as it would
have to be movedinto a temporaryfacility, saidJames Bond, Law
School Dean, at a meeting last month.
This push forced the University to create a new Master Plan.
A Master Plan is required by city whenever any major institution, such as SU, plans a number of major construction developments that will significantly impact the surroundingcommunity.
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FOR MOR[ IPiFO, CALLMEGAN MCCOID AT 296-6171.

Am yanagisawa
StaffReporter
You may have seen boxes
around campus with piles of
yellow packets placed next to

sity."
Hutton mentioned two separate phases when describing the
processof discoveringstudents'
concerns and improving the services.

inhearingdirectly from them."
Onereason that motivated the
former and the current president of the university, Father
William Sullivan, SJ, and acting president John Eshclman,
to form SC-KISS to conduct a
survey is that the school never

The first phase is where SCKISS examines the outcomeof
the survey and discovers which conducted a comprehensive reservices will require further re- view of the students' perception of the services in the past.
teen surveyboxes in accessible search to identify whatthe speAnother reason is that the
problems
are.
areas last week to review the cific
is acquiring a new com"We
see
from
the
school
may
survey
student concerns on various
dissatisto change some of
system
puter
are
services at Seattle University. that some students
campus. While
at
services
on
fied
with
the
service
the
the
Within five days, a little over
making
the
office,
system
already
but
we
do
not
is
registrar's
500 students completed the surthe offices of
vey packets, which list 38 dif- know what exactly about the some changes in
and
development,
with.
they
unhappy
registration,
are
service
ferent services on campus, to
admissions, the president also
can
problem
The
be
that
it
is
be graded on the range from
one, for poor service, to five, not open late enough, that it hoped to recognize positive asdoes not open early enough, or pects of the services and keep
for outstanding service.
The number of students who that the service is too slow," them unchanged.
Although any changes in the
participated in the survey was Hutton explained.
the
commay sound costly and
phase,
university
In the second
not satisfactory to Van Hutton,
lead
some to think of a
focus
may
an assistant to the Dean of the mittee will form small
tuition, Hutton stated
in
participating
with
sturaise
groups
Schoolof Education andamember of SC-KISS, who hoped to dents to discuss the specific that is not the intention of the
obtain various perspectives and problems pertaining to each committee.
"We don't believe that more
opinions from even a larger service.
money
is
that
stumeans improvement of
assumption
"Our
number of students.
Instead, we
"The larger number of re- dents are well aware of their school services.
concerns,"
improving
what
Hutton stated. areinterested in
sponses we have, the better own
overall picture weget," Hutton "We have no intention of tell- we already have to make the
said. "But wecan also interpret ing students whattheir concerns campus a convenient place,"
it as that most students do not are. Instead, we are interested Hulton concluded.
have much to complain about
the services of Seattle Univerthem.
The Steering Committee to
Keep Improving Student Services (SC-KISS) placed nine-
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the pavement was the only way to finda job?
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Let the Spectator take you
back 30 years to 1967.
Rekindle memories orbe
takenthere for the first time
with the special TurnRack
theClocksection.

Look for it next week.
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THE REWARDS ARE PRICELESS.

click of a mouse, not only can youfind a position that interests
pre-qualification form ANLL set up an interview...
you, but you canfillout a
our
website at:bttp://tvu>u>.ups.com anddiscover a
visit
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Call the Washington Mutual One-To-One
1 lotline and we can connect you with an organization
that can use your skills as a tutor. Make the call. And
make a difference.

#

1-800-433-0121

Mutual
One-to-One Tutoring Program
FDIC Insured
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Internment survivors speak of WWII
Japanese-Americans remember living
conditions in Northwest camps

Japanese-American females
were not supposed to be incarcerated.
"All this was done because of
the hysteria of the war," Mrs.
Shane Updike
entire camp was surrounded by ing paid only a few dollars for Takahashi stated.
Reporter
things that werevery valuable,"
barbed wire.
Mr. Ikeda brought slides of
Staff
guards
said
Takahashi said. "But the buy- manypictures andartifacts from
"The
Imagine living with a family that the barbed wire
the war era to show scenes of
ofsix in a barracksonly slightly
was to protect the
the camp andalso give an indibigger than aroomin one of the people that were in
cation of the general sentiment
residencehalls on campus.
the camp," said
towards Japanesepeople at the
I'm
living
of
Takahashi.
"But
aspect
This was one
time. He showed a newspaper
in an internment camp during not sure about that.
headline from 1942 that read,
WWII for one of the Japanese- If the barbed wire
"Portland first Jap-free City".
Americans who spoke last week was to keep us from
"There was muchinstitutionescaping, then that
about his life in these camps.
alizedracism towards Japanese
peopleand the war brought this
Three Seattle residents,Mits doesn't make sense.
war
and Jane Takahashi and Tsuguo Inever heard of one
to the forefront," Ikeda said.
Ikeda, spoke of their forced re- Japanese-American
"Our guilt came from the fact
location with their families that ever tried to es- to
that our parents came to this
country a long time ago."
from their homes in the Northw- cape from one of the
came
est to some of the ten intern- camps. We were alIkeda told ofthe people in the
taught
ways
being forced to abandon
ment camps that werescattered
to obey,
camps
our
throughout the western part of even in situations
their traditions and of many
like this."
the United States.
country families beingbroken up. Japacame to
Mr. Takahashi talked about
Mr.Takahashialso
nese-Americans were also
a
being sent to the PuyallupFair- demonstrated what a
forced to fill out loyaltyquestionnaires that included quesgrounds three months after the Japanese-American
TSUGUO
IKEDA
ON
whenhe
the
war.
encountered
United States entered
tions about whether the males
to
INTERMENT
CAMPS
family
poslived
in
tried
sell
his
He and his
would be willing to serve in the
12'xl5' barracks that were sessions whenhe was
U.S. military.
separated from other barracks sent to a camp. Each person
"The theme song for the
by paper-thin walls.
was allowed only one suitcase, ers knew that we had no choice United States during the war
There was also a common and the interned people received and they took advantage of the was 'God Bless America',"
bathroom with walls that the very bad deals when trying to situation."
Ikeda said. "How can Isay
wholecamp had to share. There sell their extra things.
Mrs.Takahashi spoke of be- 'God Bless America' when it
was a 10 p.m. curfew, and the
"It was very humiliating be- ing sent to jail even though put me away?"

There was much
institutionalized
racism towards
Japanese people and
brought this
the
the forefront Our
guilt
from the
parents
fact that
this
long time ago.
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Share your memories,

gripes, anecdotes, SU

myths andfolklore in
the special senior section
in the June 5 issue of
The Spectator.
Submissions must be
received by 5 p.m.
May 27. Send to The
Spectator, 900
Broadway, Seattle, WA
98122, or drop stories
by the office in the
SUB basement. Limit
500 words, photos also

welcome.
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Trustees: board
seeks funding

/ love him

so much. Iwonder
fHBHBHf ifhe's
going to pop the

|gpffi!P
I big question before we HK
home for the _jHHH
SJRSBB^ \3°summer?
Sigh.j^~\
/

alternatives
From page 1
and Father Gerald Cobb, SJ, was assigned the task of reviewing
the financial situation for the center and coming up withideas for
new fundraisingstrategies.
Vice President for Student Development Hank Durand stated
that "we're lookingat how we can begin to approach it, and arc
trying to increase the capacity to raise funds for it."
"There are a lot of ways to raise the money that the school is
looking into," Hooper said, "and a lot more creative ways to do
it."

fl^H

Iwonder if
/ Shurgard still has
/ some space left on that
4 months for the price j^^H&^gJl
)of 3 deal for storing m^^^
your stuff during the /
summer?
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According to Hooper, the committee has come up with and
presented a "number of thoughts and ideas about fundraising,"
which will be given to Linda Hanson, Vice President for University Relations, to review over the summer.
Examples of new fundraising ideas that Hooper offered were
forming partnerships with outside individuals or companies, or
working with other areas of the university in order to raise the
additional dollars.
However, "we're still earlyin the process," Hooper said.
Durand agreed, saying that enrollment figures, when known,
will be a key element in changing the financial situation of the
Student Center.
These figures,which won't be available until thenew academic
year begins inSeptember, reflect the school's ability topay back
a debtincurred by a loan, whichis the typical manner in which SU
covers remaining construction costs.
"If enrollmentstays healthy,it willbe easier to set the timeand
date to build the center," Durand added. "It's our intention to
buildthe complete-project in a reasonable amount of time."
It is now hoped that theStudent Center can be completedby the
fall of 2000.
"There is a real commitment by the Trustees to make sure it
happens," Hooper concluded. "It's a great addition to the cam-

pus."
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Yes, thore's tons«of storage
To her:We haven't a clue. Ibhim:
space left at Shurgard To^. That's where we drop off a
co&taipewt your place, you pack it, then we come and pick it up.
There. Now one of life's relUy big questions is answered.

-

STORAGE y^^^
For Shurgard To Go, call 1-800-SHURGARD.

http://www.Shurgard.com

Gun: weapon confiscated
during search for drugs
From page 1
as guns, knives and swords. After
Briggs' gun wasconfiscated aconducthearingwasheld,Sharpesaid.
According to the SU Student
Handbook, student conduct hearings can be held in response to
various violations of university
policies,including for the "possessionof firearms,explosivesorother
dangerous weapons likely tocause
harm to another."
Over the course of the conduct
hearing,Briggs was moved from
Bellarmine toCampionTower,according to Sharpe.
"In conductcases, we look at all
ofthealternativesand that'sone of
them we consideresd [moving a

studenttoanotherresidencehall],"

Sharpesaid.
AlthoughSharpe could not give
an explanation as to why Briggs
was moved from Bellarmine to
Campion, she cited an example to
help explain why a student may be
moved to anotherhall.
According to Sharpe, several
years ago a student burned apor-

tionof a floor bulletin board.
In that case, the student was
moved toanotherlocation because
otherresidents on that floor were

angry about the incident, Sharpe
said.

Sharpe could not discuss any
sanctions taken against Briggs, or
whether he was reimbursed for a
portionofhis housingpayment,but
she did say that Residential Life
tries "tobe fair with all students."
According to Jancoski, Briggs'
punishment for possessing a
weapon was to be moved to
Campion's eighth floor.
Yet it was only after he was
moved to Campion that he was
asked to leave, in what Jancoski
considers unusual circumstances

since sanctions had already been
taken againstBriggs.

According to Jancoski, Briggs
was reimbursed for his meal plan
and housingpayment as wellas his

housing deposit since it was the
university, not Briggs, that allegedly broken the licensing agreement by supposedly requestinghe
leave before theendof the year.
AlthoughSharpe couldnot comment on the situation,
' she said that
notallofJancoski s assertionswere
"accurate."
Sharpe also said that when any
student leaves the residence halls
unexpectedly,pro-rating the room
and givingthe student areimbursement are always considered when
either a student orResidentialLife
breaks acontract andthat there are
exceptions to both situations.
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have no way to process it. A lot
of them want to grow in relationships with God, but they
don't know how. If they envision themselves in college, then
maybe they'll go," Father
Spitzer said.
"I hope the youth visualize
SU studentsmaychoose from
weekend retreats, weekly ses- themselves in the position of
sions, or one-day seminars for the college students and that
their outreaches in which they they see college as a reality. I
iope to give them a
reatersenseof self and

Developing self-esteem at an early age
SU'sInstitute ofCharacter Development helps out kids
Adriana janovich
Staff Reporter
On the first day of her outreach at the Seattle CentralRotary Boys and Girls Club, Seattle University junior Sarah
Spangler and her partner
Michelle Egcrdehl stood in
front of a rowdy crowd of at
least a dozen middle school
aged kids.

Despite interruptions and occasional displays o("disrespect,
the two leaders organized ice
breakers, played games, and
the
all
learned
children's names

Over weekly

family.

"We use the four levels of
happiness as a starting point to
help students get a bettersense

they arc
s people. Ihope they
t link about the future,"
aid ProgramCoordinaor and 1995 SU
raduate Darbi Sovay.
TheInstitute on Charcter Development is
low valuable

meet

ings with the children
throughout the course
of a quarter, the pai

taught the youngster
about love, happiness

relationships, and free
dom and helped them
to see how these con

Review
Dictators Unite!
This week, the Spectator eyesthe attempts
of the power-mad to be
hip In the ElDs with
snazzy web pages. Will
they succeed? Will
techles everywhere be
hypnotized by the
propaganda? Find out

here!

Patrick M. Cant
Copy Editor
and
JAMES FIGUEROA
FeaturesEditor

unded by a three-year,
223,340 grant from
cepts fitinto their own
M.J. Murdock Charilivesas they gained ex
table Trust. It was
perience in teaching
reated in 1975 to help
andleadership.
und education and sciMike, who was a few
ntific research in the
years older than the
'acific Northwest, thrrest, caught on to the
ugh the efforts of Fapractical use of the
t
lerSpitzer andEnglish
concepts quickly anc
jrofessor Andrew Tadie
helped keep the
o help youthcope with
younger kids on track
t
le difficulties of ado"It was really cool,'
and help them
escence
Spangler said. "He
md
a
vision
of meanwould see that he was SUstudents PreciousBeutiuandDaxJones talk about suffering in theirpresentationfor
ing
in
their
lives.
The
helping to teach am
the Institute of Character Development.
propair
drew
the
up
that made him realize
he had power. It gave him a of their dignity and horizons," lead a variety of activities such posal for the pilot program
as presentations,discussion gr- which was chosen through a
Father Spitzer said.
deeper sense of his value."
really
my
changed
oups,
games, skits, and making competitive process. Father
"It
life
takday,
One
Mike's older
brother, who he had not seen ing Father Spitzer's class," collages,posters, and other art Spitzer first taught the ethics
projects. The outreaches occur class in the fallof 1993 as part
for a while,droppedby the cen- Spanglersaid.
Alumni of the institute help in religious settings including of a pilot program and SU stuter. The boy left the class to
youth groups, and dents completed the first outtalk to him, and
in secular settings reaches with church youth grwhen he returned, he
such as the Boys oups during winter and spring
held his head in his
and Girls Club.
of 1994. During the first year,
hands and cried. The
to
"SU students are students took the ethics class
chatter of the class
the drive of the st- combined with psychology and
stopped and the stuudents learning. rhetoric courses.
dents slowly got up,
The outreaches st"It was a big commitment,"
went over to Mike,
participated in
saidSovay,who
their
comfort
retch
and placed their
Spangler,
Sarah
year
have
first
of
the
institute. "I
you
zones.All
the
hands on his back
teaching
on
the
Institute
of
in
to
a
was
interested
and
do
is
do
it
few
"These were kids
It
sounded
youth.
with
working
with
other
Development's
times
constantly
that were
Character
people and after a like a good experience."
joking and making
relationship with local
while you feel
"This is a student owned
of
each
other.
fun
It
deal," Father Spitzer said. "Itis
pretty comfortable
was great to see
YOUTHS
about it," Father a goodhelp for the SU students
them come together
and a good help for the middle
Spitzer said.
that,"
Spangler
like
Students get to choose where school and high school stusaid. "It was really profound." out with the class which inSpangler led an outreach at cludes an outreach planning they want to do there outreaches dents."
Spangler and Egerdehl will
theclub after she took an ethics retreat in January to work on and may obtain additional incoordinate the institute next
ternship credit.
class, Ethics and Character, final presentations that students
year.
According
to Father Spitzer,
fromFather Robert Spitzer, SJ, take out to the community.
highgoals
During winter and spring the youths do not set
as a sophomore in the fall of
1995. The class, part of the In- quarter, the students complete because they feel itis not natustitute on Character Develop- at least two outreaches in which ral for them to do so. The out- RushLimbaugh
they teach local youth in pairs, reaches help them cope with www,rushonline. com
ment, fulfills the CORE ethics
By far the largest number of
using
interactive presentations fear and anger so they realize
requirement andcovered Father
they
organized.
they
can
do
it
if
make
it
model,
they
sites were devoted to this radio
Spitzer's happiness
that
possible.
to
freedom, suffering, faith and
goal
"Our
is
teach them
talk show host. Thereare 89 sites,
"A lot of them do not like split about 50-50 pro- and conspirituality, media, love and about dignity and self-worth,"
themselves. They suffer and Rush (There were numerous
intimacy, relationships, and Spangler explained.
"Punch Rush," "Shoot Rush"and
"Flush RUsh" sites as well).The
out.)
makes no mention ofNewt's first ultimate shrill paranoiac is at his
pertainto orare fromManson,and
' ofcourse. Let him
wife. He divorced her while she blustering best on this site.
a verystrangepictureofManson s
was in the hospital, recovering
Topics include "Ronald
head ina horse's mouth. There is Newt Gingrich
from cancer, and justified it by Reagan" (Rush's personal favoralso alink to White DevilRecords, www.newt.or%/
This is the "Friends of Newt" telling her she was "not pretty ite President), "Deathand Taxes"
the label that released both of
page, and itismuchmoreinteres- enough tobethepresident' s wife." (I was too scared to look), "Sex
Manson's albums.
Most telling link:The "College Education" (It's wrong, since it
Strangest assertion made: A ting than his own official page.
Republicans
National Committee leads to sex,ofcourse)and"Enjoy
page
proudly
displays
whole page is devoted to the dis- The home
Page."
for
Home
Click on and get... Life, Turn Off the Television."
crepancyinManson's height,with anaward "ConservativeSiteof
does not exist. The last oneis particularly amusnothing.
page
13,
1996."
There
The
Day,
March
theclaim made that this is an ex- the
self-congrat- ing. Since Rush no longer has his
Strangest
form
of
obligatory
photo
gallery,
wronged.
is the
ample of how he was
record,
ulation:
The
"Friends
of Newt
voting
2",
claims,
andchatroom.There
the Site
and
(He is 5
See Power-mad on page 9
HallofFame."
Gingrich
Volunteer
biography,
strangely
Oh,
isalsoa
which
lawyers
the
saidhe was 56".

Our goal is teach them
about dignity and selfworth.

Ross Perot
www.perot.org/

This site hasn't been updated
very recently. In fact, it still has
the "Perot/Choate '96"bannerup
fromhislast attempt at the presidency.
This is the official Perot site,
and it containslots ofself-congratulatory info. The openingpage
has a quote that typifies Perot's
watchdog image: "We're going
to have to stand at the gate and
keep the pressureon,and we will
havetostandon watch."
You andI
Interactive Elements: Chat
rooms,"view sharing" sites,links
to other sites (including the official Reform Party site), and a
page ofdownloadable picturesof
Perot andhis electionlogos, just
incase youneeded something for
your Christmas cards.
Most surprising factoid: Perot
does not favor a ban on partialbirth abortions.

.

..

CharlesManson
www,atwa.corn/
This is the strangest of several
sites devoted to thenotoriouscult
leader. The siteisputupby a fan,
and contains information suchas
"The Lies That Have Been Told
AboutManson" and "TheTrampling of His Rights."
The "Thought"page has interviews, memos and letters that
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ub took first place in the Kraft
Foods Success 2000 Special

Theprojects rangedanywhere
from career counseling to
children's literacy to advising
small entrepreneurial ventures.
In one of the projects, SIFE
students taught over 50 students
from Horace Mann Elementary
how to use the computer and
Internet.
crate. Inreturn, the stuIn another project SIFE students not only gain dents developed a program to
valuable business expe- give six middle school students
rience before they start a taste of banking and budgettheir careers, but also ing. The sixth-graders were reget a chance to give quired to assume anew identity
back to their communi- in which they weregiven a new

Competition.

ties.

SU club awarded for sharing their
business savvy withless advantaged
SHARILYNN AGUILAR

Special to the Spectator

Seattle University Stu-

!The

nts in Free Enterprise (SIFE)

"It was knowing that

I

The overall competition was
onsored by SIFE headquarrs in which student SIFE
ams presented outreach
projects to panels of top level
business executives and entre-

Iwas making a differ-

club president
Keewanda Smith said,
summing up her SIFE
experience.
Smith, along with a
core group of about
ence,"

preneurs.

The Kraft Foods Success
2000 Competition was a special category. Through educationand hard work,SIFEmembers were encouraged to reach
out to the economically disadvantaged. Seattle University's
SIFE team's projects were the
most effective in adequately
preparing and fostering understanding of the free enterprise
system to this population.

seven other students,

presented the actual
Photo Courtesy of SIFE projects for the competition. The 13 projects
Themembers of SIFEbrought home various awards for their efforts.
involved direct club
SIFE is a rookie club in its lege students to take an active participation with over 400
school-age students, 300 colfirst year here at Seattle Uni- role in giving back to their comlege students, and over a thouversity. The club, led by pro- munity.
SIFE students teachothers an sand community citizens infessor Harriet Stephenson, is
understanding
of how market cludingorganizations, business
part of a national non-profit
organization that fosters col- economies and businesses op- owners and teachers.

\Power-mad

Strangest quotes: "The democrats brokelaws togive badstrawFromPave 8
berries to your children,"and "All
show,
guess
okay
I
itis
of the Union ads have been demtelevision
again.
attack
TV
onstrated to be full of lies."
to
Rush pontificates on many.subjects, all with his mindbendingly PatBuchanan
conservative bent, and somewhat vyww.huchanan.orf
The first thing that comes up on
illogical thought patterns,and the
the Buchanan

riittnheads lan it up.

Brigade

Internet

Headquarters is a western-style,
grainy photo of the Republican
stalwart.Thephotoisencircledby
two American flags and a fancy
graphic thatmakesitlooklike this
is the secondcivil war.
The site used to' be called the
OfficialInternet Campaign HeadquartersofPatrick J.Buchanan for
President '96,andit is now domi-

Imagine
looking forward to theweek__^
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Monday. Rather, It
- crucial
Here the concept of IndependenceIsn't lost on
Microsoft
unique
to
In a progressive environment
l
exerting software None «*
to our creating the world's most
for the Job. With our
can happen without recruiting the best people
Industry's best technlresources and yourskills, hire the software
cat and marketing professionals.
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Recruiters

Rodmond, Washington
defining and crafting positionrequireYou'll be responsiblefor
needs andmarket supply.
mente commensurate with business
and compensation.
Artvlse hiring groups on workforceplanning
strategies.
Implement candidate recruitment
Pursuing or
offers.
Qualifications?
applicant,and negotiate
BusingMarketing,
HR,
degree
In
of a BVBS
Psychology, or a relateddegree. Demonstrable

Salgn dSp JZ
Sel
ect
CompieZ,
rZnTnlcatlon.
"W.ia» technicalaptitude, excelien. communication,
2
tSZ
Lnag.m.nt.
and n.got.atlng ski... In a teamoriented
account
environment a must

and excellent benefits.

Microsoft offers a competitive salary
to:re.um.Om.cro~ft.com
resume In ASC. text formattext
of your resume) or
within the
Dept

EmaZur
I"IfeLL CHSO4-0697
.1 Mci
m? oLtWwSTE 303.
(

Corporation, Attn: Recruiting Chso<W>697, On.
Redmond, WA 98052-8303. No phone
opportunity emp.oyer and support
«
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workforcediversity.

www.microsoft.com/Jobs/
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natedbyaBuchanan2000 bumper
sticker graphic. The whole siteis
laced with propaganda these
people honestly believe that their
man is destined to lead the coun-

-

try.

name, a college education, career, and amonthly salary. With

this salarycame apaycheck that
could be used to buy housing,
clothing and other spending
options. The kids used checkbooks in order to pay for these
items, so they learned how to
write checks as wellas balance
their checkbook registers.
With the help of SIFE members, these middle school students have gained valuable experience on how to live within
a budget, practice decision making, and learn how the world of
banking works.
SIFE members contributed
over 5,500 hours in completing
these projects, andit is this example ofhard work and dedication that eventually won the
contest for them. The prize for
the SU SIFE team was $1,000
and a trophy that went to the
club.

"I was very happy at how wel\

Ifthe website isany indication, our first year went," Stephenson
Buchananhas agoodchance. The said. She hopes the club will
web people are absolutely drunk attract even more students next
withtheadmirablepraisetheyhave year.
receivedfrom various majorpublications. Exclamatoryquotes are
Dole, Gramm and Buchanan,
placed before the official introcomparing their views on major
duction, as if people have to be
Whether Buchanan is
issues.
The
sold into accessing the site.
backstabbing
his GOP coherts
quotes are right, however thisis
at them or
by
pointing
fingers
thorough
site,
really
good
very
a
backstabbing
andengaging, withplentyof stuff Gramm and Dole
the party is a question that reto pull youin.
Bestindicator ofbackstabbing: mains to be answered.
Wierdest reference to a major
"Sure, they claim to be Conservapicture thathasblood and
motion
tive,but...."The webpeople comviolence
and fighting and polipiled a list of voting records for
tics and stuff: "PatBuchanan is
our Braveheart!" The phrase is
followed by abattle rally: "Brigades, how long are we gonna
fight? 'Tillhellfreezesover! And
then we're gonna fight on the
ice!'"

Hey
Seniors!
where ya gain*
after the big
day in June?
II you areheading Tor a lush job
or doing some exciting wild
thing_you've always wanted to
do.the Features sectionis
planning a^ear-endreport on
thefuture ofSU alums.

Call james at 296-6470or email jfig@seattleu.edu toboast
about whatyouredoingcome
summertime.

Saddam Hussein
196.27.0.22/iraq
Originally created to celebrate
his birthday, the Hussein site is
onebig orgy ofloveandcompassionfor the great leader.
Hussein' s photodominates the
mainpage,andthere' ssome Arabic thatmakes things alittledifficult for most people to understand.Mostof the siteis writtenin
English,though,so there'snoneed
to worry. <
There's not much to this site
other than that. Thereis onelink
with some words that show us
whytheUnited Statesreally sucks
and should be bombed immediately, andgivesintricate plans of
infiltrating the governmentand a
hugeconspiracy. Well,maybenot
thatmuch.ButtheU.S.stillsucks.
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"Ithink Quadstock wasg,reat just because wewereallable to dance
outside while enjoying, thesummer-time weather,"saidfreshmanSarahWilcox. "Ithink itisa g,reat
idea,butit needed morehipSeattlebands.It was fun,but not quite what I
had expected it to be.
Thetraditionalbeer g,arden alsohadsome changes.This year,it wasexpanded to almost 3/4 the
sizeit had been twoyears ag,o,allowing,morepeople to fit inmorecomfortably. And according,to
Mariani,there were very few problems withminors sneaking,in.
"We hired a few Seattle University security g,uards anda few SeattlePolice Departmentofficers
to help out withcrowdcontrol,but mostly SUstudentvolunteersdidthe work,"Mariani said."But
'
there wasn t much todo. Thecrowd wasg,reat andkept themselvesunder control,even atthe stag,e
area,which isusually amadhouse."
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According,to SarahMariani,"ASSU Activities
♥■
Vice President,thisyear's Quadstock wentoff with barelya hitch. Forthefirst
timeinthe Quadstock's ten year history, there werenocomplaints from the
"
i
i
i
ii
serious medicalproblems.
surrounding,commxinity,nor were thereany
"Wetried some new things this year andit allseemed to g.og.reat," Mariani
said. "People arekind ofleery ofQuadstock because they think itis only for
people wholikealternativeand g,rung,e music. Thisyear we hadalmost every
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andLet'sGoBowling,, whoseupbeat ska tempohad
*
most ofthe crowd onit's feef.
"Ireally enjoyedQuadstock this year,especially
ettinA> tohear the NewBluesBrothers. Their music
was fvin todance to,"SU senior Liz Fellsaid. The best
part wasseeing,so manypeople tog,ether having,so
muchfun.Thehappiness in theplace itself allowed
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everyone there to have fun.
In the week leading,up to Quadstock,ASSU
featured aband a day outside the SUB.
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Above:ThePaperboys
entertain the crowd witha funky,
fresh sound.
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Toes weretapping,and faces were wearing,smiles as Quadstock pulled off another successful
year,this one being,thetenth.Spirits werehig,h as students,faculty, parents andthe community
showed up tog,etatasteofall that SeattleUniversity had to offer.
Beginning, at11a.m.andlasting,until 10:15 p.m.,Quadstock washeldin thecenter quad of campus,
featuring,food, g,ames, prizes,andbest ofall, live baijds. Hundreds of students paid theireig,ht bucks to
enter into arealmof entertainment andfun.
Severalbooths wereset up during,the day,selling,g,oods andfoods.
Also,several g,ames wereavailable for thepublic toenjoy. A boxing,ring,withoversized boxing,
g,loves wasset rig,htin thefront so thatfriends,or enemies,could have fun
duking, itout with each other, withoutgetting, hurt. Thehig,hlig,ht was the
electric g,o"cartsset off totheotherside.
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Above:Theleadsinger from
LorJso/WordandDisciples of
Bass getsinto thegroove.
Left A studentdrawsa
funny, chalk faceonthe Quad.
Below:Former ASSU
Activities VicePresidentDevin
Liddell servesupabeer in the
beergarden.
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Jamirohnai PHCKS THE SHOWBOR
Jesse Woldman
Staff Reporter
Jamiroquai played a sold-out
show atThcShowboxonSaturday,
May 1 4, showing that Seattle music fans areinterested in more than
just grunge.
The '70s-style soul mixed with

Wfamtte Mmppmdmg
1997 Senior Art Show
The SUDepartmentofFine Artsis proudto present acollection
featuring senior art majors inan exhibition that will fill both the
KinseyGallery (Ist floor Caseybldg.) andThe Vachon room (in
thefine artsbldg.) withstudent art.This year's show willhighlight
art workby graduatingseniors,LeeAtltavas,Andrew Brinkworth,
LynnCunningham, Elizabeth Daileyand Danny Leung and will
include adiverse assortment of mediums such as drawings,paintings,monoprints,etchings, woodblock printsandelectronic media.An openingreceptionis scheduled for May 27in the Kinsey
Gallery from4-7 p.m. and the Artists willdiscuss their work with
artistsJacob LawrenceandGwendolynKnightonMay29 at 10:30
a.m.Come experience andcelebratethe culminationoffour years
ofartistic explorationby some very talented SU art students.

Come join "The World In
Harmony"
The grande finale and most engaginginstallmentofthe Seattle
University Choir's year-long dedication to children around the
world, "The World In Harmony" is scheduled for next Friday
night. This celebration of musical diversity featuring musical
selections fromover20countries willunfold against abackdropof
colorful flags andcostumes fromaroundthe world. The worksof
famous composers suchas JohannesBrahms, Charles V. Sanford,
AaronCopeland,Belaßartok and Samuel Barber, willbesungby
theMen's andWomen's Chorale andthe Chamber Singers witha
hostof quality accompaniment.Thecenterpieceoftheconcert will
beacandle-lit vigil inwhich the Choralewillsing "BashanaHaba'
Ah" by NuritHirsch. Translated, this hopeful and lilting melody
prays for a year of peace for the children of embattled countries
everywhere.Guest artists include The Klapadowopella Quartet,
Mark JoeGbaryu fromLiberiaandJeremiahBeckwith. Tickets are
$15 reserved, $10General,$6 for students andareavailable in the
fine arts office or from a member ofthe Chorale.

'90s funk that Jamiroquai isknown
for has onlyrecentlybecome popular in the United States. Already
hugein theirhomelandof England,
Jamiroquai has worked hard over
the years to appeal to American
music fans.
Their work seems to have paid
off. Packed like sardines into the
oversoldshow, SeattIe fans danced
relentlessly to the steady, solid
grooves laid down by the group.
And there wasno signof a mosh pit
anywhere in the place.
Jamiroquai played most of the
songs from theirlatest album, Traveling Without Moving, as well as
some of their older tunes. Singer
JaysonKay, wearinghis traditional
Dr. Seuss-style hat,kept thecrowd
energizedall night.
He danced as much as anyone in
the crowd, doused dehydrated fans
with water, and even stepped out
into the audience at onepoint toget
a betterlook at the stage.
The most enjoyable parts of the
show were when the group veered
from theirtraditionalsongsand simplyjammed.
At one point,Kayintroduced the
didjerido player of the band to a
loud chorus ofcheers.
He began blowing into the ageold instrument, creating the low
sound that was usedby ancientAborigines tocommunicate with one
another. As the rest of the group
joined in and began a free-style
jam, the crowd was swept into a

frenzy.
Before launching into a version
of the band's hit single, "Cosmic
Girl,"Kayasked thecrowd, "Where
are the cosmic girls? This song is

for you." Whether he meant to or
not, it made him sound a little bit
like an '80s rock-star.
However,unlikeother rock-stars,

thesinger neverdoubted theimportance of themusicians around him.
At one point,someone in the crowd
asked to him to sing solo. Kay
stared unbelievingly at the fan,and
saidinto themicrophone, "Whatdo
you think this is, a Mariah Carey
concert? Don'tbe an idiot."
One whodid notappreciate Kay's
supporting cast wouldindeed have
to be an idiot.
The group's rhythm section, led
bybassist Stuart Zenderand drummerDerrick McKen/.ie,laiddown
the tight grooves that made everythingelse possible. Complete with
a Tower of Power-style horn section,percussionist,keyboardistand
DJ, Jamiroquai showedthat inIunk
music, the mo, ■ on stage the mer-

rier.
The positive vibe that the group
carried on stage was contagious

Even thoughit wasas hot as a sauna
in the club and there was barely
room to move, it was hard to find
anyone in the place that wasn't
smiling.
Some fans had too much fun.
At one point, an over-zealous
audience memberjumped onstage
and begandancingalongside Kay.
Yet, evenwhilehe was beingpulled
off the stage and out the door by a
bouncer, he still had a grin on his
face.
After ending their set with the
title track from Traveling Without
Moving,thegroupthankedthe fans
and walkedoff the stage.
After a few minutes, they came
back for an encore, performing
"Virtual Insanity,"anotherhitfrom
theirlatestalbum thathas been getting a lot of radioplay in the U.S.
lately.
As the sweaty crowdheaded to
the exits, one had to wonder why
this kindofmusic didn't catch on in
Seattle sooner.

"R OCKYHOR OR" reigns as cult classic
Ben Carlson

StaffReporter
The midnight movie became a tradition in the '70s and
'80s when teenscrept oil past their bedtime toparticipatein
a private cull community centered around an offbeat film.
Cult lilms ranged from the dark, drug culture musical of
"ThePhantomof theParadise," to thedragqueenjourney of
"Priscilla, Queen of the Desert."
These two themesblended tocreate the most famous and
outrageousmidnight cult movie of all,"The Rocky Horror
Picture Show."
What beganas a stage musical 25 years ago was quickly
transformed for the movie screen in the mid-'7()s.
Fans come together in a chaotic free-for-all where the
"quiet in the theater"rule never applies.
Screaming insults at the screen and dancingin the aisles
is what makes "Rocky Horror" a uniquegatheringexperience.
For example:
'DescribeDanQuayle!"the crowd shouts inunison at the
screen.

"A weakling, weighing98 pounds," answers the screen
character.
"Rocky Horror" has shown every Saturday night since
1975 in the University District, first at the NeptuneTheater
and now at the Varsity around the corner.
Every week,a groupof regularsand new viewers(called
virgins) gather at the Varsity, not just to see Tim Curry
("MuppetTreasure Island"and "Clue") originated the role
of Frank V Furter, a sweet transvestite from Transsexual,
Transylvania, who creates the android. Rocky Horror, in

Frankenstein-like fashion.
The film also stars Susan Sarandon, thoughshe is no nun
in this film, and singerMeatloaf (his entrance marked by the
crowd as, "What's for dinner? Awe, Meatloafagain!").
First time viewers may want torent the video first.
It is hardto hearthe dialoguewhen everyoneis screaming
at the screen and the filmdocs not follow a clear plotline at
times.
Everyshowingof "Rocky Horror" comes equippedwith

a set of rules to follow.
Gone are the days when the audience would throw rice
during the wedding scene or have a squirt gun fight during
the scenes in the rain storm. The janitorial staff put an end
to that years ago.
Talking back to the screen and watchingthe liveshow are
all that remainof the "Rocky Horror" tradition.
The theater rules arc read in a hall-serious, half-comedy
routine beforeeach showing.
One house rule states: Only use the back exits in an"
emergency.'"Soil 111IcnCraswelIwere toenter the theater,
the announcer said, "use the back exits."
Obviously, "Rocky Horror" caters to a non-Republican

clientele.

The lastrule states "no swearing"and is accompaniedby
the traditionalcrowd response, "'F**k that rule!"
The ban on audience props may be a downer, but the
bizarre humorof this science-fiction movie parody and the
verbal insults handed out by the audience creates a wacky
atmosphere up and down the aisles.

Arts &Entertainment
Alice Walker talks on activism and fear
Promise neverto harm anyone anymore.
Thisis wherechangebegins.Worldchange,
when we each turn toward the thing that
haunts us, live through it, and sift out the

truths we've learned.
Walker explained thet her own greatest
confrontation withfear wasmeetingawoman
who wasresponsible forcircumcisingyoung
girls to prepare them for marriage.
Anyone who'sread Walker's novels will
recognize this theme. Resisting female circumcision has become one of her greatest
goals as an activist.
Practiced widely throughout the world,
female circumcision involves the
unanesthcsized removal of the clitoris. It is
done so that there is no pleasureduring sex
and the women will therefore not cheat on

Susan Meyers
Staff Reporter
Horror is complex.Ifyou fear something,
runtowardit.Theworld iseasier(andharder)

theirhusbands.
Meeting the old woman who performs
such operations became one of the turning
points of Walker's life.
"What do you feel when you hear these
children screaming?" Walker askedher.
"Well, Idon'thear them," she answered.
At this moment, Alice Walker realized the

to change than

we think.
These are just a few ofthe wisdoms Alice
Walker left her audience with last Thursday
evening at a benefit reading for Red And
Black Books.
The reading,held at theFirstUnitedMethodist Church, was partof a promotional tour
forher latest book "Anything WeLove Can
BeSaved: A Writer's Activism."
It is the second time Alice Walker, famed
author of "TheColor Purple" and"Possessing theSecret ofJoy," has come to Seattle. A
memberof the Red and BlackBook collectiveintroduced Walker as their "savior."
In 1983,RedandBlack, a community-run
independent bookstore, was struggling financially.A friendof Walker's approached
the bookstore to ask if they would host a
reading for"TheColor Purple."
They said yes.
A week later, "TheColor Purple" won the

Pulitzer.

Alice Walker at the First UnitedMethodist Church.
That one reading earnedenough money
Itishard to imagine anotherliteraryreadto
their
ings
that the bookstore was able move
at whichthe audience and theauthor are
store to anew location on thecorner of 15th connected so closely and emotionally.
and Republican,on Capitol Hill.
Throughout therestof this reading,however,
Thursday's audience was well aware of Walker addressed her audience like an old
Walker's previouscontribution to the book- friend. The audience responded with ease
store community, and were eager to pay the andenthusiasm.
$10 entrance fee.
have found," Walkersaid,part
"Nothing,I
A few days before the reading,Red and way through her reading, "is funnier, or
Black announced thatit was sold out, which more freeing, than the truth," The evening
is quite afeat fora literaryreading.
consisted equally of poetry and selections
But those who got tickets ahead of time fromher tour book.
were thrilled.
This was her central message Thursday
AsWalker took the stage, the crowd rose evening.
to welcome her with shouts and applause.
Run toward your fear.

Take
STEVEN P.FORD
StaffReporter

complexity ofhorror.
"She was preparing them for marriage,
if they
because no one would
" marry them
weren'tmutilated. Walkersaid. "There are
very few things Ican't look at in this world,
—
havinglooked at this particular horror and
it's complexity. That's something activism
does for you."
Walkeris wise,direct,andincrediblygutsy.
What Walker shared with her audience
was theexperienceofactivism. Putting your
life and your peace of mind on the line to
emerge with something finer. The realization that, whateveryour battle,life willkeep
carryingyoualong.She calledit "The nature

soma ,MORPHINE
of life."

Instrumentation has taken on a
newlife inrecentyears. Look at the
strange quit-bass arrangements of

thePresidents or theodds-and-ends
percussionof Skeleton Key.
Another one of these peculiar
groups is the trio Morphine. The
band mixes a two-stringed bass, a
baritone sax, and drums to make
theiruniquejazztonedmusic. But it

yourself a question,hot stuf£
Are youtunedin?
Imean,really tunedin?
No.You'renotUntil youye
tappedintotheSpectator On~
Line,welLyou're /T"\
''" (
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a freshman.

isnot onlytheinstrumentsthatmake
thisband so special.
Morphineismostly thebrain-child
ofbassist/songwriterMarkSandman.
He writessongsthatmove fromslowjazz to a kindof groove-pop. And
just as signature as the music, he
adds his low, almostmonotone vo-

cals to complete the sound. For
those whohaven'theard them, think
a slower, jazzier version of Soul
Coughing
Once again,these three fellascol-

laborated to put together their forth
full length album entitled "Like
Swimming." Surprisingly, in the
short time that this album hasbeen
out, Morphinehas raisedtheirshyly
popularstatus toanewlevel,invigorating their fanbase withbig album
sales and tremendous airplay.
"Like Swimming"opens with a
sliding,ambientbassline offset bya
violin with theinstrumental"Lilah."
And just as the song fades off into
silence, theband pops into thebarisax punch of "Potion."

Here Sandman'screative lyrical

smoothness shine through:
Giveme apotionto make melove
you/ Give me a potion to make me
care/ Give me a potion make it a
double - make it a double
Likewiseonthegroove-slowblues
of thesong "FrenchFries withPepper" the lyrics again reflect

-

Sandman'spoetic skill.
On6-6-661waslittleIdidnitknow

while adjoined withtherhythm-solo
part of the sax.

The fast paced groove of the
"ElevenO'clock"jumpstoabouncingrhythmsection. Thissongmoves
with starts and stops, layered with
the repeatinglyric,
Everynight about-a/ Everynight
about eleven o 'clock.
Theband's first single "Early To
Bed"hasbeenamainstay ofcollege

sh *tandon7-7-77elevenyearslater radio chartsof late.
The usual sound here has been
stilldon'tknow anybetter by8-8-88
itswaytoo lateformetochangeand complemented by somesynth-funk
by 9-9-99 I
hope I'msittin' on the samples giving the song a very dif'
back porch drinkin red wine...
ferent but catchy element.
"Like Swimming" is a fantastic
The fifth song"Wishing Well" is
compilation
example
Morphine
afantastic
ofthe
of Morphine's distinct
sound,
a
soundthat
is easily acces"sound."
lyrics
area
sible
to
all
of
music
lovers.
types
again,
Once
the
well
Very
an
not to
definitely
sliding
instrument
with
the
album
mixed
be
missed.
drums,
all
the
ofthebass
and
waves
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Guns on campus may
bring serious problems
Sam Briggs' removal from Bellarmine brings a kindof trepidation to thecampus. Wecan'tbe sure exactly who was rightand who
was wrong with regards tothe incident,but what wedoknow is this:
Safety and Security searched Briggs' dorm room during spring
break and found something they weren't expecting a gun. After
aconduct hearing was held, Briggs wasasked toleave Bellarmine.

—

The ideaof one resident keeping a weaponon campus is enough
to make a person uneasy, but there is always the possibility that if
one student hada gun, others do, too.
But WHY would people keep guns in their dorm rooms? Some
may have the most noble of intentions,like preserving thememory
of a beloved parent, and others may feel they need a gun for
protection. The only problemis,gunsdon' tnecessarilygo hand-inhand with safety.
The NRA may pitch the slogan "Guns don'tkill people, people
kill people," but thetruth is,people killpeople withguns. Keeping
a gun ina household seriously increases thechances thata friend or
loved one will get shot. Children are notorious for getting into
things they shouldn't touch, whichcould justas easily be dad's gun
cabinet as mom's lipstick. And children don't understand the
serious natureof the weapon they simply want to look at.
But children aren't the only friends and family whoare wounded
or killed by this domestic rendering of "friendly fire." That suspicious noise thehomeowner goes to investigate,arms outstretched,
finger on the trigger, is more likely to be a spouse, a guest or the
family cat than a burglar. Shooting first and asking questions later
won't help a spouse once that spouse is in the morgue.
The fact is, guns ARE dangerous. While guns don't go off by
themselves,it isn't always safe to be around them.SeattleUniversity certainly doesn't need or want students to have weapons
stashedaroundcampus. It'sunlikely that dormresidents wanttheir
neighbors to keepguns in their rooms, be they unloaded or loaded,
kept for sentimental reasons or for protection. Even if there is no
ammunition inthe room, ammunitionis fairlyeasy to come by, and
relatively inexpensive. It's the gun that will be somewhat difficult
to acquire.
Andonce a gun is discharged, thebullet can't be called back
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Select few make money
off suffering of others
Consumerismandindividualism
are the biggest epidemics facing
our post-modern world. Capitalism and its spawn, consumerism,
haveabuilt-indefense mechanism.
Workers are preoccupied withbeingonly twopaychecksaway from
homelessness. Theironly concern
is keeping their jobs in order to
survive,forhow can youmakeitin
acapitalist systemwithout money?
And therein lies the trap money
providespeople withboththedaily
necessities andthe shacklesofcapitalism. Capitalism makestheindividual bothliberator and slave.
Capitalism hasunwittinglymade
MichaelJordan the slavedriver of
the 30,000 Indonesian womenwho
work for Nike. Allof their meager
salaries combined don't equal his
yearly endorsement check from
Nike. Is Jordan really the hero he
seems to be in the scads of Nike
commercials that flicker into our
livingrooms?No.He is a basketball player, a gifted athlete. He is
our hero because, for a couple of
hours, he can make us forget our
—
woes and degradation and becausehe'srich beyondbelief.This
doesn't mean that Jordan is maliciously and intentionally responsible for the economic and social
hardships in Indonesia;he's probably not guilty of sadistic selfinterest. But his guilt lies in the
unintentional infliction of suffering upon these women, and the
fact that he continues to accept
paychecks writtenin the bloodof
the Indonesian workersandsigned
by Nike.
Perhaps to wake up both Jordan
and America to the suffering of
these people, we ought to intermingle Jordan's game stats with
statistics aboutthe livingand working conditions inIndonesia. But
we prefer to ignore the pain we
causethose workers by supporting
Nike everytime we purchase their
shoes.We simply want to "be like
Mike," hero ofthecourts, andclose
our eyes toMike andNike, torturers of themasses.

—

Catherine&

peterlepiane

Spectator Columnists

mare ofeconomic stratiIkationand
degradation are the sources ofour
American dream. We must wake
up.
We must open our eyes to the
realization that we areALL guilty
today. Noone can plead absolute
innocence when they become
aware of their actions and the actualramifications of those actions.
The autonomous individual, in
lightofa global economy,is more
ofabrutal myth today thananoble
reality.Our gross consumerismis
at the costofnameless millions of
workers indeveloping countries.
This is not Disneyland. It is the
real world, where real people toil
for pennies a day to provide us
withour consumer "fix."
—
It'sasmall world,after all and
in the world's shrinkingnature lies
the hope for the future. With the
realization of a global community
lies the possibility of seeing the
nightmare ofovercorporatization.
Maybetheday willcome whenthe
worldis small enough that wecan
see the shirtson ourbacks and not
see some brand name but the terriblepriceof humansuffering that
is woven into its cloth.
As the worldshrinks, our communities have a choice: to grow
intobrutality orintoconscientiousness. Capitalism may never die
because ithas so trappedthe world
in its net of necessities and false
necessities,but wecan force it out
ofitspubescentselfishness.Maybe
those 447 will be compelled to
give charitably when they are
awakened to the workers whosurround them and support them.
Ormaybe there willbe a revolution around the corner. Andifcorporations can only survive at the
cost of the millions and billions
who are suffering, let the revolution begin.

It may seemunfair to attack Jordanbecausehe's acharitableman,
but the very money Jordan turns
over to charities is formed of the
sweatof thousands whoearn scant
wages, the very kind of person
Jordan tries to help in America. It
is only because people in a far-off
land seem dispensable thatJordan
has a dispensable income.
Average Americans are just
happy to maintain their status as
middle-class,butfail torealizethat
they are just a few steps above
Indonesian workersin the vast food
chain of capitalism. This pervasivemyth ofthe middleclassserves
as a vocalbuffer between thehavenothing-to-live-ons and the haveit-alls. The great working middle
class is shrinking in America as
surely as it is shrinking in the rest
of the world.Weoftendefend capitalism out of the fear that we will
someday be poor. Our motivation
to work is little more than a survival instinct made pretty by visions of the American dream.
This dream is promulgated and
fosteredby the 447individuals who
have moremoney than the bottom
50 percent of the world's population (which is made up of 2.8 billionindividuals).Twohundred top
corporations control one quarter
of the world'swealth and employ
only one percent of the world's
workforce. And we, the consum- Peter LePiane is a senior
ers, pay to keep themin business.
philosophy major. His sister,
We must have our GAPjeans and Catherine, is a juniormajoring
Coca-Cola andNikeathletic gear. in philosophyandlit.
The American and global night-
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Moral Majority can't see God for the TVs
Recently,during the Ellen
Degenerescoming out hype,
someone had the brilliant
idea of asking Dan Quayle
what his thoughts were on
the subject. He responded
by asking why there were

ill

not any positive portrayals
ofChristians on television.
At first Ithought he was
right. ThenIstarted regard-

And, if so, does this mean that the religious mean, it is just TV.It's not like we are all watching
right will now start touting the gospel of TV? Amway motivational tapes, or listening to Tony
Isuspect they will not. It is more likely that Robbins. We are watching TV, enjoying some mindthey will argue that there are still not enough less entertainment, and going on with our lives.
If more people started going to church after watchpositive portrayals on TV.They willstart saying
"Touched By An Angel," could the religiousright
evil,
portrayals
is
still
that
and
the
ing that TV
of evil behavior are still outweighing the por- defend against accusations that they were "coerced"
by television, as they are arguing that "Ellen" will
trayals of good.
The question Ihave to ask is: How much is entice people into same-sex relationships? If "Ellen"

enough? Thereare as many different characteristics and stereotypeson TV as there are in real
ing television with a more
life.Thereis only one show with alesbianmain
critical eye,and found some
character, and certainly more than that with a
Patrick Cant
interesting things.
Copy Editor
heavenly main character.
First of all, the CBS SatIthink it is about time that the religiousright
urday night lineup is chock full of God-influenced stops attacking TV, and moves on to more important
television. "Touched by an Angel" and "Promised stuff. Yes, Irealize that means telling the rest of us
Land" are two shows that use the faith and belief of that we areliving insin andall going to hell, but don't
their characters to drive the show. "Angel," besides they have anything better to do than going after TV? I
the name, is all about how three angels use their
abilities to help people, and the show almost always
has ahappy ending. "Promised Land," while it seems
to be onhiatus right now,hadmuch the same message.
Okay, so Ithought these might be anomolies, but I
was wrong. The show "Early Edition," also on CBS,
often ends with aprophetic messageand the characters
being "saved" (in many ways) by divine influence.
Moving on,once
to CBS. Am
again
|
Itheonlyonesens\ ing a theme here?
it
Recently on "Chinow
cagoHope," oneof
the rooms in the
positive hospital
is singled
out as having a

Is possible that
TV is
showing
portrayals of
God? And, ifso,
does this mean
that the religious

is going to turn allour young girls into lesbians, won't
"Angel" turn all our young people into Christians?
And, if they are turned into Christians, aren't they
being brainwashed by TV, too?
Get over it, move on, and stop taking TV so seri-

ously.

Patrick Cant is the Spectator CopyEditor anda senioi
journalismmajor.

heavenlyimage on
the wall. One of

the patients, hay—ing

broken his

back and facing
life in a wheelnow
right
chair, comes to the
start touting the room, and is miraculously cured
gospel TV?
of his paralysis.
Two of the doctors, after watchinghim walk out of the room, discuss
the situation and come to the conclusion that it must
have been a miracle.
How is this possible? Hollywood and television are
themoral enemies ofreligion, and never,never,never
paint God in a positive light, according to the religious
right. So, is the Moral Majority wrong?Is it possible
that TV is now showing positive portrayals of God?

will

of

Be courteous, but politeness has its limits
the most intimidating and mascuI've heard people say that chivwomenIhave ever met.
line
is,
alry is dead.I
don't believethatit
My
immediatepeer group was
especially after a recent discussion
up of three other summer
made
Ministry
Campus
Ihad with the
—
temps all of whom were boys,
office manager, Shirley Connolly.
two of whom were polite beyond
ThequestionI
ask is,"Shouldchivbelief. Greg and J.J. thought that
alry be dead?
they should always do the hardest
Shirley and Italked about how
work, carrythelargest pile ofbrush,
frequently people swear in what
generallymake things easyon
and
used tobecalled "mixedcompany,"
me.
It was a nice sentiment, but il
which Iwouldnow call polite sociwas
also infuriating.I
had worked
ety. We mused about how, not too
STACI MCDANIEL
summer,
job
the
same
the
previous
longago, no man would have ever
Opinion Editor
and was just as competent as Greg
uttered a cuss word in front of a my summer job.Iworked for the (althoughalittleless knowledgablc
woman without apologizing for
CityofEugene(Oregon) as amain- about small gas engines)and had
himself. Shirley'shusband doesn't tenance worker,and was oneoftwo more experience than J.J. Icould
swear, let alone swear in front of
women in the entire street sanita- carry my weight on the erew I
her, but she loves the respect he
This, to tion crew (there were at least 18 even drove a just-under-commershows her by his conduct.
men on the crew). There wasn't cial-size diesel truck with a dump
me, is theessenceofchivalry:showany sisterhood between the two of bedbecause my work partner at the
ing admiration through behavior.
vs she worked different hours time, Joe, was too scared to.
The problem is, itcan get out of
But Greg always felt he had to
than Idid and she drove a street
hand. While holding open doors sweeper whereas Icleared brush offer me the tools that workedbetandso forthis very nice,the wayit from bikepaths,painted overgraf- ter or rush to unload the truck bemanifests itselfcan runcontrary to fiti,andremoved deadanimals from fore Icould help. If Iasked J.J.
any notion that women can handle thecity'sroads.Shewasalsooneof which taskhe'd ratherdo use the
themselves.It certainly didduring

—

—

—

weedeater or the backpack blower

—
or whatever he wouldalwaysdefer tome. WhenIaskedhimwhy he
didn'tmake any of the decisions,
he lookedat me likeIwas daftand
thensaid,"Because you're thegirl,"
as if insignificant decision-making
were solely the realm of women.
Likewise.Greg fell hehad to "protect"mefromcertainaspects of the
job in the name of good manners.
It really limited my ability to
function as anequalmember ofthe
group. While they were running

around trying to keep themselves
somehow aheadof me (to proveto
themselves and to each other that
they were stronger, faster, and, in
essence,more manly than me) and
at the sametimebeside me (inorder
to keep an eye on me), they were

doing loads of extra work.Italked
to them both at length about the
waytheir need tobehaveina pretty

old-fashioned and outmoded way
towards me meant that they wound
up doing more of the work.I
told

felt that was completely
them thatI
them,
to
unfair
and unfair to me.
becauseI
should beallowedtoearn
my keep. Itold them that while
theirbehavior wascomendablc for
their attempt to be considerate, it
was also very insulting to me as a
fellowworker.We spent almostthe
entire summer trying to establish
some son of balance betweenmy
need to do an equal share of the
workand theirneed to coddle me
becauseof my gender.
And that's where chivalry gets
out of hand. I
don't object to the
—
effort tobe pleasant in fact,Iapplaud it. But there's a very fineline
between polite manners and stifling rituals when it comes to etiquette.

By all means, opendoors for me.
But know that Ican and will be
openingthem for you, too.

Junior Staci McDaniel is the
Opinion Editor and is majoring
in political science.
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California Dream
SU women's crew team
reaches grand finals in
season-ending meet

MATT ZEMEK Sports Editor

What tradition?
beginning of
just four

summer,
With Memorial Day, theunofficial —
—
daysaway, it's time to look at baseball the gameof summer and
how itsleadershave shunneditsmany bastions of tradition.
In the 1950sand '60s,doubleheaders on Sundaysand holidays like
MemorialDay werestaples. "Let'splay two!" wasa shout ofdelight, ,
not thevoice in the wilderness that itis today.Now,no teamschedules
a double dipover81 home dates. Havingtwogames, according to the
owners ofbaseball franchises,isafinancial graveyard.Forget thefact
that sitting down for two baseball games is fun and enjoyable,
especially witha polishsausage and a coldone.
Toheightenthe madness, when teams schedule weeknightdoubleheaders to make up rainouts, the first pitch time of gameone isno
earlier than5:05p.m.in mostparks. This means that ifbothgames last
the average time (about twohours and 50 minutes),fans will watch
just undersixhours of baseballand not leave the parkuntil 11:00p.m.
Gee,unless it's a Friday,an eveningdoubleheader is not convenient
for a family of four,especially with young kids.
Here are some other pleasurable and unique traditions in baseball
that have been dumped by the owners:
Daytime World Series games. Thecolor of championship baseball is heightened by a golden October sun and the shadows that
envelop a playing field in the late afternoon hours.The notion of
settingthings aside fdr baseball by havingagame inthemiddleof the
day is also quitedelightful. While each of the other sports have their
championships in prime time, baseball could set itself apart by
returning World Series games to the daytime.
Older readers willcertainly recall thedays when youoryour friends
played hooky to watch the Series on television or listen to it on the
radio. World Series night games weren't playeduntil 1971, and the
Series didn't go exclusively under the lights until 1988. Yet, the
executives who run baseball (into the ground) remain fixated on
television revenues. Not only are all World Series games played at
night, but when the Series is played on weeknights, the first pitch
times are at 5:30p.m.,8:30on theEastCoast.We West Coast fans are
lucky I
am thankful everyday that I
didn' t growupon theEast Coast,
becauseI
wouldn't havebeen abletoseetheend of many World Series
games when Iwas younger.
Interleagueseparation. Part of the allure of the World Series is
thatthe twoteams have never playedeachother inagame that counts.
Not only that, but the two teams come from different leagues with
slightly different rules and very different styles of play.
With the designated hitter, the American league is a home-run
oriented,bash-the-ball-out-of-thc-park-type league,where teamsplay
for biginnings. TheNational League,on theother hand,demands that
its pitchers hit. This makes the N.L. a league that puts more of an
emphasis on speedand average hitters.Runs comeinsingles instead
of in bunches, and are manufactured with groundouts, bunts and
singles. When the best teams in these leagues come together, the
contest has a special novelty.
Not this year. The owners have introduced interleague play, in
which teams from the east, central, and west divisions ofeach league
will play each other a total of 15-16 times. This means that the
Mariners will play the Dodgers, Giants, Padres andRockies. When
the M's are away, they'll follow N.L. rules; when the N.L. West
comes to the Kingdome, the teams will goby A.L.rules.
What ifa team losesits divisionbecause it is notsuited to play the
style ofbaseball that the other league demands? What if a teamloses
its divisionbecause ofafew losses outside the league?Ina 162-game
season, 16 games isabout 10 percent.
Such realities makeit painfully clear that interleague play would
take away from the uniqueness and integrity of the game, something
the baseball owners have done with abandon the last few years.
So,onMemorial Day,let's play one-late intheevening,andagainst
an interleague team. Such is the state ofour former nationalpastime.

.
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Courtesy

of SU Crew Team

Members oftheSU women screw teamcompete in thegrandfinalsofthe Pacific Coast RowingChampionships
in Sin ramento, Calif, on Saturday. Pictured (left to right): coxswain Susanne Ridlon. Clara Sziebert, Nancy
Hinderlie. Tamara Conant and Monica Routt.
races at the

Matt Zemek

was a 2,000-

-meter contest.

Sports Editor

TheSeattleUniversity women's
crew team capped their season in
grand style last Saturday at the
Pacific Coast RowingChampionships, held in Sacramento.Calif.
TheLady Chieftains reached the

grandfinalof thenovice fourcompetition, ultimately finishing fifth
out of 17 entries from California.
Oregon and Washington. In the
grand final race. SU posted a time
of 8 minutes and 50 seconds.
SI! qualified for the six-team
grand final race by finishing in the
top two in their qualifying heat.
The 17 boats started the day by
competing in three heals. The top
two in each heat qualified for the
grand final, which,likeall the other

O

meet,

A 2,000-meter race can be broken downinto three parts: the beginning 500 meters, the middle
1.000meters, and the finishing500
meters.The first legestablishesthe
pace, the middle leg establishes
positioning,and the finishing legis
a frenzied sprint for the finish.
SU's Monica Routt explained
how the Lady Chieftains, with a
time of 8:27, outdueled the University of Puget Sound to get second place and a spot in the grand

final.
"In our morning heat, we didn't
have a very goodstart."Routtsaid.
"In the middle, we got close to
UPS and pulled past them by the
end of the middle 1,000. We held
them off towards the end."

Susanne Ridlon. ihcLadyChieftains' coxswain, said that the key
was the rowers' ability to sustain
the consistency andpower of then
strokes.
"We just kicked in the power
(alter the first500 meters ) and kept
it lor the whole race." Ridlonsaid
Routt credited Ridlon's ability
to keep the team focused and gel
technicallysolidstrokes fromeach
rower.
"Our coxswain focuses on different things in our strokes." Routt
said. "Swings, leg drive, catches,
releases.Othercoxswains.I'm sure,
don'tdo that."
Eric Leonard, a member of the
men's crew team, expandedon the
importance of the coxswain at the

See Crew on page IS
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PACIFICCOAST ROWING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Rancho V'erduroCourse, Sacramento.California
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WOMEN'S NOVICE FOUR
Qualifyingheat: second place. 8 minutes. 27 seconds
Grand Fina|. fifth p|ace] 8;5o
men's varsity four
Grand Final: sixthplace, 7:29

MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT FOUR
Qualifying heat: fifth place. 7:29 (qualified for the
petite final race, which was not held)
MEN'S NOVICE FOUR
Qualifying heat: fourth place, 7:30
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SU Sports Snapshots

Manoy

Matzke / Assistant Photo Editor

NICK POPKO MEN'SVOLLEYBALL
What makes being a collegeathlete special? Youare

partofagroupofpeople that areplayingstrictly for thelove

of the game. Thisis especially true here at SU, where the
athletes receivelittle orno financial support. Everyone is
there because they want tobe,because theylove thegame.
What makes volleyballso challenging?Defenseis the
challenging part of volleyball. Offense— hitting around,
overor through blockers iseasy.Digging is challenging
because of the speed at which the ballis coming down.
Blocking is much harder because it is usually just you
againsttheother team'shitter.A strongsoloblock takes all
the momentumout of the other team's offense.
What Ls your most memorable experiencein athletics? The ending to this season was definitely my most
memorable experience.We finished higher than any SU
team, and winningregionals was absolutely incredible.
Being named to the all-regional team, especially while
playingona team filled withsomuch talent, is something
I'llnever forget.

—

MANDY~SaTZKE / ASSISTANT^ PHOTO EDrTOR

KEITH UFER MEN'SCREW
What makes being a college athletespecial? Youareable tomeetnew
friends whilerepresentingthe university. Team unity also makes being a
college athlete special because you
push each other to be more competitiveand supporteachother during regattas.

Whatmakeserew sochalIenging?
Getting up at 4:30in the morning and
having to be mentally and physically
ready to have agoodhardrow.
What is your most memorable
experience in athletics? My most
memorablerowingexperiencewasthis
past fall at thePortlandHoopRegatta,
whereour team finished third.

MANDY MATZKE / ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

-

hughes Mclaughlin golf

Whatmakes beinga collegeathlete special? Tome,being
college
athlete is no different than lifeitself. Wherever any
a
Seattle University student goes,they will display their talents
andskills,atthe sametimerepresenting SU.I
ammost satisfied
beingon theSUgolfteam.It's fun,challenging, and wegetlots
of free,cool stuff.
What makes golf so challenging? Onevirtue whichI
strive
for inmy life ispatience.In golf, patience is the key. Onemust
not get frustrated or anxious or they will playpoorly. Golf is
more than just a hobby; it will continue to relay me on my
journeythrough life.
What does Tiger Woods mean to golf? Tiger is the First
African Americanprogolfer to win the Masters, and to break
everyrecord everestablished at the tournament.Heis also inhis
early twenties. This,tome,is amazing,and1personally believe
that it doesn't matter what ethnicity he is,because whathehas
hope that others
achieved at sucha youngageismindblowing.I
can see that golf is not only arichman's sportand takeup the
game.
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Crew: men's & women's teams finish
season, look for strength, depth in '98
From page 16
race,particularly at the finish,when

rowers become physically and
mentallyexhausted.

"You lose cognitive abilities as

Intramural
championships
SOFTBALL
Men's League
Upper DivisionChampionship
DaHui 12, Birdcage 2

Decrepit andLimping 2,
UniverseUnited 1

Corec League
Upper DivisionChampionshi
Lower Division Championship NWO 2,
ChopSuey 11 11,
Substance Abuse All-Stars 0
Heaven's Gate 8
LowerDivisionChampionshi
CorecLeague
WhereIt's At 1,
Upper Divison Championship Scandalous Tricks0
Scrubs 9, AdHominem8
FLOORHOCKEY
LowerDivision Championship CHAMPION
Da Hui 9,Phlegm 3
Can't TouchThis

.

SOCCER
Men's League
Championship

MEN'SVOLLEYBALL
CHAMPION
Grass Whoopin'

NBA playoff schedule
EASTERNAND WESTERNCONFERENCEFINALS
Tonight,5:45 pan.,TNT:Miami @ Chicago, Game 2
Tomorrow,5:45 p.m., TNT:Utah @ Houston, Game 3
Saturday, 12:40 p.m-,Channel5: Chicago @ Miami,Game 3
Sunday, 12:40 p.m., Ch.5: Utah @ Houston, Game 4
Monday,12:40 p.m.,Ch.5: Chicago @ Miami, Game 4
Tuesday,6:15 p.m., Ch.5:Houston @ Utah,Game 5
Wednesday, 6:15 p.m., Ch. 5:Miami @ Chicago, Game 5
Thursday,May 29, 6:15 p.m., Ch.5:Utah @ Houston, Game 6
Friday,May 30, 6:15 p.m., Ch. 5: Chicago @ Miami,Game 6
Saturday,May 31, 12:40 p.m.,Ch.5:Houston @ Utah,Game 7
Sunday,June 1,4:15 p.m., Ch.5:Miami @ Chicago, Game 7
NOTES:Ifthe Miami-Chicago seriesisover by Sunday, then
game 7between HoustonandUtah would air on June lat 4:15 p.m
Ifboth series are over, the NBA Finals start on June 1 at 4:45 p.m
with aspecial half-hour pregame on Ch. 5 beginning at 4:00 p.m.
Ifoneor bothof the conference finals go seven games, then the
NBA Finals,will start on Wednesday, June 4 at 6:15 p.m. onCh. 5.

you

the seven-team grand final race,
crossing the finish line in 7 minutes and 29 seconds.
Themen's novice fourboat finished fourth in its qualifyingheat
in 7:30, missing out on the grand

final. The
Chieftains'
lightweight
four group
finished
fifth in its
qualifying

go

through a
race,"

Leonard
the last
n

c

t

strokes,

you
might be
graying
out with

your vision. It's
really
helpful to
hear just
one
steady
voice re-

Our coxswain

focuses— on different

things swings, leg
drive, catches,
releases. Other
coxswains, I'm sure,
don't do that.

heat, regis-

SU's Monica Routt,
ON WOMEN'S COXSWAIN
SUSANNE RIDLON

minding
you to
keepyourstrokeefficient throughout the entirerace."
The Lady Chieftains' performance was evenmore remarkable
in light of the fact that they didn't
knowif they'dhave theequipment

needed to compete in the meet.
Shortly before the morning heat,
theteam'soarsandthecoxswain's
equipment (amicrophone and
box)got runover
byatruckbelonging to the trainer
of the Cal State

teringatime
of7:29.The
time was
good
enough for
a berth in
thepetite final, or a
consolation
round.
However,

the Chieftainsdidnot
compete in

the petite final race.

Leonard was impressed withthe
team's consistency in each of the
divisions.

"It wasamazingthat,overaseven
and a half minute race, the times
couldbealmostexactly the same,"

Leonard said. "That speaks really
well for our coach and for every-

and whatthey'11 try to donextyear.

At the topof next year'spriority
list is developinggreater strength
and power.According toLeonard,
that's what separated the top finishers from the Chieftains.
"They werelargerphysically and
stronger. They trained a lot harder
than wedid, whereas wefocused a

lot more on technique, which is
what we have to do for a smaller

crew,"Leonard said."We crossed

thefinishline being themostbeautiful rowers down there, but we
stillgotour buttskicked.(The difference)wasalackof strength train-

ing."
Nevertheless, the fact that SU
was technically solid,as shown by
their consistent times, gave the

Chieftain rowers plenty of optimism heading into next year.
"We did pretty well this year,"
Jared Ellerbrock said. "We won
two races, and we placed in the
middle to top (of the standings) in
the other three. Next year, we'll
have alot moreexperience."
Next year, both the men's and
women's teams, in addition to
strength training, will put an emphasis on getting depth on their
rosters.

Both teams are set on buildinga
big roster for their novice teams.
The varsity team for next year is
set,

but the novices will be the

They were larger physically and stronger.
They trained a lot harder than we did...We
crossed the finish line being the most
beautiful rowers down there, but we still
got our butts kicked.

Fullerton team.
Lady
The
Chieftains borrowed a new set
of oars fromFullerton, and got a
microphone and
box fromtheUni-

SU'S ERIC LEONARD

versity of Wash-

SU.
NITE!
__ Ever> Thursday!
$7.00 " 17" New YorkPizza
(Toppingsnot included)

Pleci» mtntionthuad wh«n ordering-Valid only withShjdeni1.0. Card

ington.Even with the foreign feel
of new equipment,SU was able to
row its way into the grand final.
The men's team's varsity four
entry competed in the grand final,

but without the benefit of a qualifying heat due to a reduced field.
The Chieftains finished sixth in

A
(SUMMER -FALL
Cycle J

322-9411

start again next fall.

Nancy Hinderlie, the captain of
thewomen'steam,emphasizedthat

fact bysaying that"Next fall, we'11
do a lot of advertising."
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1997 Exam

Starting Dates:
bar
Mon 6/16 6:oopm

Seattle
Tacoma

Sat

y/
1

k\
\%
\%

5/21 B:3oam

CPA/CMA
Seattle (CPA) Mon 6/2 6:oopm
Tacoma (CPA)Sat 6/7 B:3oam

(( #1 Score on 1995

CORNER OF UTH &. MADISON " FREE PARKING IN REAR

Leonard went on tonote that the
Chieftains' mere presence in Sacramento was a step forward in itselffor theprogram. The team was
able to get a firsthand look at top
programs. Thecompetition served
as an educator for the Chieftains

BaHfll Next week
Tacoma (CMA)Sat 6/7

FREE DELIVERY!

varsity performers of the future.
That's why recruiting will be important for the Chieftains as they

body on the team."
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CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE
230 skinner Building
1326 Fifth Avenue
Seattle, wa 98101-2614
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1:00pm

Mark A. Lyons

Portland
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RETURNS*

REFLECTING
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ON SPRING

SPORTS

on the
_ ALSO: Guest commentaries
,

I

SU sports and the significance of the move from the
pNWAC tQ the NCIC

Pi Delta, the Criminal Justice
Honor Society, will be holding
meetingsevery second Tues. of
eachmonth at 7:30 a.m.in the
Bellarmine Cafe. Non-members
are welcome!
Contact Jenny Sommers if you
have any questions.

Off-Campus Bible Study
Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m. atFirst
Presbyterian, located on Bth
and Madison, 4th floor. Find
encouragement for your soul.
624-0644.

Responsible, outgoing, friendly
college student to give out free
rechargeable phone cards.
Income is percentage of amount
charged on cards. Information:
Jackie at 233.2953 or 672-1987.

House sitter Wanted
su Professor seeks house sitter
from June j j mrOugh July 17.
Feed cats mow lawn water
plants in Ravenna house. Call
Dr Cumberland. 296-5425.

Soccer Coach
Holy Cross High School in
Everett is looking to hire an
assistant varsity soccer coach.
10 week commitment, 3-spm.,
M-F starting August 25. If
interested contact: Athletic
DirectorPat Jack at (206) 252-

Need outgoing students to sell
Film Festival merchandise at three
Seattle venues from May 5-June 8
evenings and weekends. Pay $6-7
per hour, depending on availablity.
Please contact Julie at 646-7 101

-
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IChildcare

11 &9 years old. Summer M-F, 86, June-August. Fall M-F part
time, 2:30-6:30 pm. Non smoker,

experience, refernces and reliable.
Car required. Lake City. 3635256. Start 6-16-97.

Summer Nanny Wanted
3 days a week in July and
August for 8 and 10 year old
girls on Mercer Island. Must
have car and references. Call
"T«.«
Karen 236-5247

Nanny Position
25-30 after school-oriented
hpurs per week to assist with 6year- old triplet boys. 50%
child
50% otherdomestic
, care/
_,
w
Park area.
chores. Madison
„.
non-smoking. References.
Please call 322-2108.

.
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internships

Leading web design company looking
for two Summer interns:
Graphic design intern with
photoshop, illustration and animation
software experience.
Business analyst intern with strong
analytical skills and Excell experience.
Must be junior, senior or master's
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Ballet exclusively
Adults exclusively
TheBallet Studio, very
beginning through advanced
and ballet exercise. University
district. 329-9166

MUSIC 4 WEDDINGS/
RECEPTIONS
Harpsichord. Strings.
Organ.Piano
(206) 455-9303
Stefani ZuchettoPfaff

A
c
WA QOim
Avenue,Seattle,
WA
98101.

,

Receptionist
afternoons at medica office
J DQE 292 6265

.

GraduationTickets
Willing to pay.
Call Gail 232-9340.

„

.

_,

.

_. For _Sale _, „
Six- foot Boa.Call:
__, „_.
Matt -771-6556

...

YES!!!! IWANT TORUN A CLASSIFIED AD WITH
THE SPECTATOR!

COST IS $2 per line for business opportunities, $1 per line for SU studentsand staff. One line equals 27 letters and spaces.
Sorry, but no personals. All Classifieds must be submitted by Tuesday at 3 p.m. for the Thursday edition. Pre-pay, please.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
PHONENUMBER:
My classfied as should appear under the
My ad should read:

■

STATE/ZIPCODE:

heading. It should run in the

issue(s).

Send forms to: THE SPECTATOR, 900 BROADWAY, SEATTLE, WA 98122. ATTN: MEREDITH or call 296-6474

I Get to know your Rep Candidates!
*-** <*—**
"Hello everybody! I'm back to began my quest."
*^\
At-Large
McLaughlin,
-Hughes
K_
3
continue my position as the ComC^^
*
muter Rep. because ofthe founda- Rep Candidate
■■■^■■^■^■■^^■^^■^■■^■^^^^^^^^^^^^
tion Ihave helped build withinthe
commuter community this past "How is it going fellow SU stu- WHY DON'T YOU CONSIDER
year. Ihave a lot more planned for dent body? The name is Pasinetti APPLYING FOR A '97- 98 WORK STUDY
the upcoming year and Ihope you and your best move is to vote for pogiTION
THE ASSU OFFICE?
me as your At-Large Representawill help me accomplish them!"
HERE'S WHAT'S AVAILABLE:
Ari, Commuter Rep Candi- tive. My goal is to increase
multicultural awareness by creat| Yf
date
PRESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT
ing more inter-group meetings
"I am aware of commuter issues enabling our diverse population to
"s.O.S. ASSISTANT
y^
and concerns. Ibelieve that Ican convey its ideas to eachother."
Rep
Pasinetti,
At-Large
-Tony
\^Q3f{JlS9/
a
contribution
to
the
commake
urOir.c «"v to appiv.
"^
muter student body by being in- Candidate
<^^^^»

<*7^ O^f

f

—

\-Anett

V^^V^I a^IvItie^aZs^TANTS^)
i^H M*^

\

volved in our community and offeringmy ideas and solutions. For
example, improvement in parking
situations, promoting the
Collegium, safety awareness, and
resident-commuter interactions."
-Tiffany Yamamoto, Commuter Rep
Candidate

-

fc

Youmay pick up an aPPlication in
("*N^ tlie
ASSlJ office, S.U.B. 203. The

)

C^^-1^3

"I have the energy, tenacity and
applications are due to Katie Dubik by
experience to make the voice of
the international student commu- Monda v. June 3.
'
nity heard and respected withinthe Any questwm
regarding thesepositions, callKatieDubik at 296-6046.
,
University."
greater Seattle
VSA presents
-Helen Park, International Rep
Help raise funds for
Candidate

—

OPERATION SIV/IILE

"I am running for ASSU At-Large "ASSU needs to REACH OUT to
representative because I want to ALL voices on campus, not just Operation Smile is a non-profit organization which offers medical
make the SU campus aware of ev- through activities, but through ad- services to third world countries.
erything that is happening with vocacy. We need to tackle issues
/
ASSU. 1 hope to get as many such as rising cost of tuition, ASIAN PLATE LUNCH $3.50
I
would
f
people involved as possible so their donning, and education.
vegetab|e c|1Ow mein and chicken fried rice
and
diversity
promote
also
like
to
voices can be heard."
jueSDAY, MAY 27
S
-Jen Bond, At-Large Rep Candi- multicultural awareness through n JU am t0 l m
P
advocacy. Vote for

-

activities and

date
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p '8ott Atrium
~"~
PROGRESS and CHANGE!"
"
,
"As John Wayne once said, 'If -Chris Delacruz, Minority Rep
-'
7—
All
donated
to Operation Smie.
S\
proceeds
sit
around
Candidate
don't
you're not happy,
"
1
Combo lunch tickets unavailable for $3 at:
rk,,ttanH
1
t
fc
C^A^C^a«<m*rf^»*Wr,
"Wazzup, My friends ca,l me
A
e
A
Plan ahead for next year's events!

/

bS^KX^

» SJrST^S:
hX-^.i
norities in this university as well
as a personal interpreter within
student government. My goal is
to maximize productivity in
ASSU. Our voice is loud enough
to be heard!"
"As an At-Large Representative I -Brian Gonzales, Minority Rep
understand it is essential for the rep- Candidate
resentative to carry the students'
thoughts and ideas to the ASSU. I "The non-traditional student has a
believe Ipossess the capabilities to uniqueperspective ofSeattleUnilisten to fellow students and voice versity. Many feel 'out of the
their concerns as they" wish me to, loop,' some feel they do not have
time for outside activities. My
through my position
-PernMa Duggal, At-Large Rep goal is to let the non-traditional
student know what their school
Candidate
has to offer them, to hear their
slumber,
in the concerns and make them known."
"1 awoke from my
middle of the night. There was a -Brian Harming, Non-traditional
bright light at theendof a tunnel. I Rep Candidate
heard a strong voice speak to me,
E
A E
'Hughes, 1 have called upon you note
IHt
to represent the students at Seattle HAS WITHDRAWN FROM F
University!" Without question I ELECTION.

Clubs!

draw on my past leadership experiences to actively serve and represent SeattleU."
-Dave Doran, A t-Iarge Rep Candidate
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The Master Calendar Planning meetMay 30,
be n
ln^

°

-

from 1 3 P" m' ln SlUlB 205'
*

Come with dates and times for '971^ '98 events and plan ahead to avoid
scheduling problems next year.

Pre-Health Club presents
Safety and preventative measures

wnile travelixig/vacationlng abroad.
ttwck
School1 of(
Dr. Elaine Jong, M D. is a clinical professor at the UW
medicine and co-director of the UW Travel and Tropical Med.cal Services. She willbe presenting some helpful hints and
suggestions about how travelers can keep
healthy while traveling this summer.
S^^^Kji
Tuesday, May 2 7
noon to 1p.m.
Pigott rm 108
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ATTN: NON-TRADITIONAL AND TRANSFER STUDENTS!

You may be e|iyib|e for an Educational Opportunity Grant for next year's uition. Grants don't
~
»-■
acHa»,
ivi«.^7 ?7f «_— « need to be repaid and awards are up
IVIay
ruesday
arc on T..
Elections
_27!
to $2 500 Go to the Financial Aid
Voting booths will be open in SUB, Administration
fl office for an application. Ask for
p.m.
from
9
to
6:30
a.m.
Building, USB and Pigott
|$$1Washington State's EOG application.
Deadline is June 15!
11 1 11 1 iiM
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Page prepared by the ASSU office. This page isfor registered clubs and organizations to advertise information about
their events. For information, contact the ASSU office at 296-oujO.

